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ABSTRACT
GRIDIRON PEERS: An Analysis Through Comparison and Contrast ofthe Legendary
Coaching Careers and Foundations of Success of Paul “Bear” Bryant and John Vaught
(Under direction of Dr. Charles K. Ross)
This thesis is a comparison and contrast ofthe sources ofthe on-the-field success ofPaul
Bear” Bryant, head coach at the University of Alabama and John Vaught, head coach at
the University of Mississippi, in their respective coaching careers in college football. The
first two chapters ofthe thesis simply give a brief biographical background ofthe two
coaches. In Chapter Three, their respective coaching styles as it pertains to game
planning and strategy, practice, and their adjustment to the changing style ofthe college
game in their careers are analyzed and compared and contrasted. Chapter Four is an
analysis of other keys to their success as coaches over long periods oftime including how
they chose to lead and manage their assistant coaches and how they dealt with the
recruitment of new players. Chapter Five addresses the issue ofintegration at Vaught and
Bryant’s respective universities and in the Southern region as a whole as well as how
each coach integrated or failed to integrate his own teams. The final chapter. Chapter Six
addresses what the author believes to be the ultimate foundations ofthe success of both
Bryant and Vaught and which subsequently led to their present-day status as two of the
all-time greats. These were the intangibles that guided them throughout their coaching
careers including the ability to lead, motivate and inspire loyalty. The thesis is concluded
with a final review of all the main points which are analyzed.
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Introduction
In the history ofthe greats in college football coaching,few are more well-known
to the average fan than Paul “Bear” Bryant. Although he passed away over twenty-seven
years ago, relatively few followers ofthe college game do not know about the success of
this man. And why should not so many nationwide recognize his name? Until recently, he
held the record for most career wins by a coach in Division I college football with 323.
Any avid fan of Southeastern Conference football would also know that with so many
wins he also brought multiple national championships to the University of Alabama.
More dedicated fans may know he actually won six national titles at Alabama,three in
the sixties and three in the seventies. Still fewer college football fans may know that
Bryant did not only achieve great success at Alabama, but he also won as a head coach at
Maryland, Kentucky, and Texas A&M.All four of these universities had struggling
football programs when Bryant arrived, but he always left them better.*
Indeed, Bear Bryant is no stranger to the average college football fan. Far fewer
fans know much if anything about another great college football coach who made his
mark on the game at the same time as Bryant: John Vaught. Vaught stands today as one
ofthe most successful coaches in the history ofthe college game. Every true follower of
football at the University of Mississippi, also knovm as Ole Miss, knows him as the most
successful coach in the school’s history. Vaught in twenty-five years of coaching at Ole
Miss won 190 games and one consensus national title to go with six conference titles.
Obviously Bryant had significantly more wins and national titles, and he wonfifteen
conference titles over the span of his thirty-eight year career. Head-to-head in their

‘Allen Barra, The Last Coach: A Life ofPaul “Bear” Brvant(New York: W.W. Norton & Company, 2005),
517, 524-526, 529
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coaching careers Bryant also held a slight edge with a record of 7-6-1. In spite of these
astounding numbers of Bryant’s that seem to dwarf Vaught’s career stats, the greatest
coach to ever lead the Ole Miss Rebels stands strong in the numbers he did produce.^
And it is with this in mind that the following chapters seek to explain exactly how
both Bryant and Vaught achieved so much in their coaching careers. This thesis does not
seek to prove that Bryant was a better coach than Vaught or vice versa. In the author’s
opinion there is no doubt that Bryant stood above Vaught and so many,if not all, other
head college football coaches. The subsequent pages prove this on numerous points. This
piece, rather, is a comparison and contrast ofthe widely recognized and infamous Bryant
and the lesser known, more regionally revered Vaught. How they coached on the field,
how they managed their respective programs, and how they dealt with the changing game
and the changing society they lived m are all analyzed to show the likenesses and
differences between the two men and how they each achieved long-lasting success. In the
author’s opinion and in the opinion ofothers w'ho have studied these two coaches, all of
the areas which are examined played large roles in the accomplishments of Vaught and
Bryant on the gridiron. The reader will also see, however, that the author places more
importance and weight for the success of these two coaches on certain aspects than he
does on others.

^ Christopher J. Walsh, Where Football Is King: A History ofthe SEC(Lanham, Maryland: Taylor Trade
Publishing, 2006), 192; Rick Cleveland, Vau2ht: The Man and His Legacy. An Authorized Pictorial
Biography(Birmingham: Epic Sports, 2000),8; Barra, 517
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Chapter 1
The Bear’s Beginnings
Bear Bryant’s initial road to becoming one ofthe greatest college football coaches
of all time spanned the early decades ofthe twentieth century in which he lived through
the Great Depression and both World Wars. It was during these monumental years in
American history that Bryant was molded into the man who would come to dominate his
collegiate sport for years to come. But, at his birth and during his subsequent rearing, one
would never have guessed that this man would become an icon ofthe Southeastern
Conference, the South itself, and the nation.
Paul William Bryant came into the world on September 11, 1913 in Moro
Bottom, Arkansas, which is located in the south-central region of the state. To say that
Moro Bottom was small would be an understatement because it was not even on a map of
Arkansas at the time and consisted only of a few families that were settled along Moro
Creek. The backwoods community is seven miles north ofFordyce, which had a
population of around 3,600 at the time, and Fordyce is located seventy miles south of
Little Rock. Though Fordyce was small(and Moro Bottom was smaller), it was a good
place to withstand the Depression in the Deep South. Fordyce did well as an agricultural
trade center for the fertile five-county region. But despite the relative economic success
ofthis area of Arkansas in the early 1900’s, Bryant’s family, a large one at that, still had
to work extremely hard to make ends meet. Bryant was one oftwelve children bom to
Wilson Monroe and Ida Mae Kilgore Bryant, the eleventh in fact. Three other children
died in infancy. Bryant’s parents were extremely religious Church of God Christians.
Bryant’s father was a semi-invalid who, according to Bryant, suffered from high blood
pressure which caused him to lose his breath easily, but others believed that his father’s

3

illness was due to a combination of mental and physical issues. Whatever the cause, from
as far back as Bryant could remember and from the time he started helping to care for the
family home, a woodplank house with four rooms and no electricity or running water.
and the family’s 260-acre farm, Bryant’s mother was the only parent who could work and
she essentially became the head ofthe family. Described by one of her nephews as
“always a lady but...tough as a sack of nails,” Bryant’s mother was a major influence on
him during his early years as he learned the value of working hard everyday, sacrificing,
and never quitting.^ When Bryant could finally help around the farm, most of his older
siblings had departed in order to make money on their own,and he was eventually left as
the only male child by the age ofseven with three younger sisters. The family supported
themselves through their farm. They grew vegetables and a little cotton, raised chickens
and hogs, and peddled their leftover crops in Fordyce. Bryant’s mother handled this last
duty but Bryant himself, in addition to chopping and plowing, hitched and drove the
family’s wagon for these endeavors. The children had little in terms ofclothing. Bryant
himself usually only wore a pair ofoveralls, seemingly the only pair he owned, and
would oftentimes go barefoot. But with all ofthis work and lack of an abundance of
material possessions, the Bryant family never lacked food, for their farming often
produced plenty of crops, and Bryant and his siblings always knew that they were loved.

Bryant and his sisters only had one elementary school to attend, which was in
nearby Kingsland, nearly nine miles away from Moro Bottom. Bryant would hitch up the

^ Keith Duimavant, Coach: The Life ofPaul “Bear” Brvant(New York: Simon & Schuster, 1996), 17, 18,
28; Paul W. Bryant and John Underwood, Bear: The Hard Life and Good Times of Alabama’s Coach
Brvant(Little, Brown and Company, 1974- A Sports Illustrated Book), 20
** Barra, 5-7, 9-11, 19, 522; Bryant, 18; Dunnavant, 16-17
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wagon by four o’clock in the morning to take them to school and would also have to feed
the mules during the children’s recess, which kept him from being able to play. Such
work obviously meant that Bryant was not the most pleasant-smelling student among his
classmates, which was often a target ofteasing from his peers. Bryant, by his own
admittance, did not let putdowns just roll off his sleeves; they effected him. Bryant,
before ever discovering football, was a boy who lacked self-esteem. He grew up, again
by his own admission, craving attention and getting it by whatever means necessary, even
if it meant acting up enough to gamer punishment from his mother. Punishment, itself, by
means of the rod, from his mother or at school was a constant in Bryant’s younger days,
not for malicious or cmel acts but the acts ofa normal mischievous boy.^
At the age ofeleven in 1924 Bryant and his family moved to Fordyce after his
mother rented a house to offer to boarders to make extra money. They did not give up the
farm, but Bryant soon also began working at his relatives’ general store, the Kilgore
Brothers store on Saturdays and after school. Bryant eventually held other short-term
jobs; including picking cotton for fifty cents a day on one of his older brother’s
sharecropping land. The move was especially beneficial for the children since the
education offered at Fordyce was better than what they had received in Kingsland. In
Fordyce Bryant also got his nickname which would forever stick with him when he
attempted to wrestle a bear for money, and also to impress an older girl, at the Lyric
Theater in 1927. The bear, by one account, was very scrawny, but in Bryant’s eyes was
big enough. Initially Bryant was able to keep the bear, which had a muzzle on it, pinned
down, gaining money by the minute. Unfortunately for Bryant however, the bear’s
muzzle eventually came off, and the animal bit Bryant without his knowledge until he
^ Bryant, 21, 23-24; Walsh, 11
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noticed the blood on the back of his ear. Bryant immediately leapt offthe stage and into
the front row ofthe theater. Unfortunately, he never got his money because the handler
and the bear left town in a hurry.^
In Fordyce, Bryant also got to personally witness his first football. Bryant had
listened to football on the radio, the 1926 Rose Bowl in fact between Alabama and
Washington, which was a huge game at the time not only because it was the only
postseason bowl for college teams but also because Alabama was a representative ofthe
American South. Alabama won 20-19 and Bryant, though he had never seen a football,
decided he wanted to also play in the Rose Bowl one day. Bryant actuedly saw football
for the first time later that same year in 1926 when he saw the local Fordyce high school
team practicing. Bryant was in the eighth-grade and a bigger boy than normal(he was
almost six feet tall by that time), and he was watching the high school football team
practice when the coach asked him if he would like to play. Bryant said he did and when
he asked the coach what to do he simply said,“Well, you see that fellow catching the ball
»7

down there?...[WJhenever he catches it, you go down there and try to kill him.
According to Bryant’s own record, he ran over the boy who caught the ball on what was a
punt coverage play and the next Friday Bryant was starting for Fordyce High. Such a
story, however, cannot be taken too literally. For one, Bryant said he eventually played
three years at Fordyce High School and enrolled in Alabama in the fall of 1931. If he
started to play in 1926, the timeline seems to be off It is likely that, although Bryant may
have actually done well in his first introduction to football in 1926, he probably only

^ Barra, 522; Bryant 26-28; Dunnavant, 23
’Bryant, 28
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played for Fordyce High a year or two later. It is also unlikely he started in 1926 because
8

the Fordyce High Redbugs were known to have stout football teams during this period.
Regardless of whether he played for Fordyce in 1926 or not, Bryant certainly
proved that he could play. Bryant’s father was very much against his son playing football
because he wanted him to farm. Bryant’s mother never said a word against it or for it but
she gave in as did her husband eventually. Bryant’s playing positions in the two-way
style offootball(meaning participants played both offense and defense)that was
common at that time were offensive end and defensive tackle. Bryant, admittedly, was
never the greatest athlete. When he finally was given the opportunity to play sports with
his peers at school, he had a lot of catching up to do as far as ability in any sport and was
oftentimes picked last when teams were made. While he did eventually improve enough
to get out of this self-esteem-killing social gutter, Bryant never thought of himself as
anyone with special God-given athletic ability. Despite all this Bryant was indeed a
worthy football player. He did not have the greatest hands as a receiver, but he was
adequate. And he had a knack for hitting, hard. In addition to this, “[h]is size, strength,
and tenacity made him an outstanding blocker on offense and a feared tackier on
»,9

defense.

And football became more than just a sport for Bryant. He had an identity after

he started playing football. People noticed him more and Bryant got attention that he
10

craved as a teenager in high school.
This new-found acceptance did not mean that Bryant was completely different as
a person by any means. Bryant played football, along with other sports in high school,
with a chip on his shoulder. He had a fighter’s personality that he had always possessed
“ Ibid, 28-29; Barra, 4, 15-16, 522
^ Dunnavant,26
10
Ibid, 26-27; Bryant, 28, 31, 34-35
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both before and after he started playing football, likely a result of his tougher-than-usual
upbringing. Bryant never backed down from a fight and even sometimes went looking for
fights as a teenager, nothing life-threatening involving weapons,just one-on-one fist
battles. Bryant’s fighting behavior could sometimes spill over into the sports arena. Once,
while playing basketball for Fordyce, he helped start a brawl in another team’s gym
immediately after a heated game that had been full of pushing and shoving by Bryant and
his opponents. The fight on the court eventually led to a riot in the gym,causing the
series between Fordyce and the other school to be cancelled for a few years. Bryant partly
blamed the fight on the fact that the opposing school had upset them in football and the
fact that one oftheir players had stolen a love interest of his. Whatever the reason, this
fighting continued through to his days as a student at Alabama. One of, if not ihe^ last
fights he was in (this one offthe playing field) left Bryant’s foe knocked out cold for
three days after Bryant hit him and he fell, for the second time, in fact, down a flight of
stairs and hit his head. Bryant had to hide out with the help ofa fnend for those three
days until he learned the man regained consciousness, and Bryant was fortunate to not
have suffered any legal consequences. Such actions might suggest Bryant was a type of
bully in his days as a student, but this was not the case. Bryant was not about to try and
scare off all the attention he had gained as a football player. Bryant loved football too
11

much to let himself get into too much trouble and ruin his chances of pla3dng.
During Bryant’s days as a player at Fordyce, the Depression hit the United States
hard in October of 1929, but this had little effect on Bryant in the already-poor Deep
South. The Fordyce economy was basically unchanged and Bryant, already with not a

Bryant, 29, 36-37, 39-40
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whole lot, took little notice of it as a high school student in Arkansas or later as a college
12

student in Alabama.

Bryant’s head coach at Fordyce, and one of his first influences in football, was
Robert A. Cowan. A former player at Ouichita College in Arkansas, Coach Cowan taught
Bryant many things that he would take with him which greatly helped his coaching
career. First of all, he earned Bryant and his teammates’ respect and allegiance,
something that Bryant would excel at as a coach. Like most coaches he ever had. Coach
Cowan also scared Bryant,just like Bryant scared so many of his players. Because ofthis
and because he was such a novice in the sport of football as a whole, Bryant accepted and
believed everything Cowan ever taught him, which was not much outside ofthe basics of
lining up and learning plays Jfrom the single-wing and Notre Dame box. Such a lack of
technique seemed to matter little because Fordyce was normally the winner in its
contests. Bryant also learned from Coach Cowan the importance of making sure players
felt special because ofthe sacrifice and hard work they endured playing football. But
while they did feel special, they certainly were not close to their head coach, who made it
a point to keep his distance fi*om them until they graduated, even if he liked them (as he
liked Bryant), and, therefore, further strengthening awe and respect for him. Again,
Bryant oftentimes used this technique with his own players. Cowan’s ways ofcoaching
facilitated success on the field for Bryant and his teammates. Before leaving Fordyce in
1931, Bryant earned All-State honors during his sophomore year and the Fordyce High
13

School Redbugs won the Arkansas state title in 1930.

Barra,48
Bryant, 36-37, 109; Barra, 26-27
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Bryant’s road to Alabama, a school he had always wanted to play for, began when
Coach Hank Crisp, a future major influence on Bryant, came to Fordyce High looking to
recruit two of the school’s outstanding players, twins Click and Jud Jordan. When he
could not convince either to come to Alabama, he was guided by Coach Cowan to
Bryant. Bryant was immediately sold and was soon at the University of Alabama in
14

1931.

Bryant, however, had a different first year at Alabama than most ofthe football
players. He did not receive his high school diploma from Fordyce High because he failed
a language course. School was never a strongpoint of Bryant’s. This was not surprising
since both of his parents never attended school and no books were ever in their home,
save a family Bible. The fact that Bryant was lazy did not help either. So,for a full year,
while also practicing with the Alabama football team (freshmen were not allowed to play
varsity at that time), Bryant took classes in Spamsh and in the basic courses he struggled
in, including math and English, at Tuscaloosa High. In order to keep his Alabama
scholarship, like many athletes at that time, Bryant also had to work. He did odd jobs
around the campus, like cleaning toilets and showers or mowing the grass at Alabama’s
football field, Denny Field. But the mere fact that Bryant was even in college said a lot
about the young man. Even after he arrived there, many did not think he would last long.
One high school classmate of Bryant’s said that not many people expected Bryant to stay
out ofthe penitentiary. And why not think that with Bryant’s record offighting and lack
of any book smarts? Bryant actually almost did return home from Tuscaloosa when he
discovered that his father died in 1933. Bryant believed it was food poisoning while it is
also believed to have been a case of pneumonia. The cause was never identified because
Bryant,41; Dimnavant, 29; Barra, 33
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the Bryants did not believe in using doctors, a fact that Bryant believed cost his dad his
life. With all of his siblings gone from home by now,Bryant decided to leave Alabama
and work on an oilfield in Texas. But before he could, his cousin Collins Kilgore sent
him a telegram that said,“GO AHEAD AND QUIT,JUST LIKE EVERYBODY
»15

PREDICTED YOU WOULD.

This message helped to refocus and recharge Bryant.

He had always loved the game but football had only served as a distraction. Soon it
became the center of his life, especially after his cousin also convinced him to pursue
coaching as a profession. Bryant at this time had again considered leaving the team to
help his family on the farm back home, but his cousin’s advice convinced him for good to
make football his main focus and to learn as much about it as he could. Football became
something that kept him out of having to return to the hard life he lived as a child,
working day after day after day in the fields. He feared that former existence and this fear
16

drove him to learn all he could about the sport he loved.
At Alabama, Frank Thomas was Bear Bryant’s head coach,replacing the great
Wallace Wade, who had brought three Alabama teams to the Rose Bowl since 1923.
Wade had just left for Duke the year before Bryant arrived. But Frank Thomas, described
by Bryant as “ahead ofthe game,” was no small substitute. Thomas installed the Notre
Dame box his first year at Alabama, and it was the main formation for the Crimson Tide
until Bryant took the reigns as head coach 27 years later. In the Notre Dame box
formation, which would later come to mirror many aspects of Bryant’s highly successful
wishbone formation ofthe 1970s, a square was formed in the backfield. The quarterback
was on one comer ofthe square with a fullback on his right or left and two halfbacks on
Bryant,43
Ibid, 8, 41-43, 51; Barra, 9-10,48-49, 52, 74-75; Duimavant,29
Bryant,44
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the other corresponding two comers. Having played for the infamous Knute Rockne of
Notre Dame,Thomas knew the system well, and just like Notre Dame,took advantage of
its emphasis on speed and deception by taking small, quick players from the small Deep
South football recmiting pool. With great coaching, excellent conditioning, hard work
and preparation, Thomas’s Alabama teams won most oftheir games(averaging only one
loss for his first four Crimson Tide teams)in the same way Rockne did at Notre Dame.
Such a philosophy was also the backbone offuture Bryant teams. Bear described Thomas
as sound,” his playbook not containing anything very new from week to week, minus a
new play here or there to throw at his opponent. He taught the basics ofblocking and
tackling, emphasized execution, and always had a good kicking game. Again, this type of
play was very similar to Bryant’s once he became coach. From Thomas, Bryant learned
so much about football and the art of coaching. Like Cowan,Bryant was afraid of
Thomas, but, also like Cowan,Bryant was more afraid of disappointing him, which drove
him to work hard each and every day of practice. This type offear became a common
feeling among many of Bryant’s players in the future. Bryant, as was the case with
Cowan, was witness to Thomas’s ability to act aloof but tough towards his players, to
only find out after playing for him that he was quite the opposite away from the field.
Bryant also learned other important things from Thomas,such as the importance of
timing when personally motivating players one-on-one (like Thomas, Bryant left most of
any team pre-game speeches to his assistants), the importance of practicing hard every
day, and the skill involved in making adjustments in the middle of a game. Thomas was
especially good at this last trait, and Bryant would later become known for the same
thing. In his own opinion, however, Bryant believed his talents lay less in blackboard
Ibid,46
12

strategy and more in on-the-field coaching. Despite what Bryant thought about his own
skills on the blackboard, Thomas certainly was impressed with them and also with
Bryant’s overall play. Bryant, as in high school, was still an average receiver but still
could hit with the best ofthem. Playing right end for Alabama, Thomas often ran to
Bryant’s side because Bryant was such a superb blocker, he could take out both the end
and the tackle. Bryant’s work ethic was unquenchable in practice.“No one practiced
harder. Many days, he would return to his dorm all beaten and bloodied and imable to
sleep.

19

Again, that fear ofgoing back to Arkansas motivated him to play hard, but

Bryant also just loved practicing and loved the game offootball. From his fi*eshmen year,
Bryant’s skills were noticed by Thomas, who once used Bryant to show the varsity how
to block a kick, which Bryant did so successfully. At a time when Bryant, as a person,
was also becoming more and more comfortable in who he was, Thomas was also tutoring
Bryant to become a coach. Thomas would take Bryant along with him and assistant Red
Drew to coaching clinics where Bryant would be a model to demonstrate the correct way
to block, catch passes, cover punts, and run plays. Along the way on these as well as
recruiting trips, Bryantjust listened and learned. Thomas would also take Bryant on trips
with him when Thomasjust had family and friends. Bryant soaked in the knowledge in
20

every mile.

At Alabama, however, Bryant did notjust play football. In fact, like any player,
he had to balance social life with the sport he loved and his studies, or lack thereof.
Bryant often did not study because he frankly did not know how to seriously. Luckily, the
academic standards ofthe time did not require a lot ofstudying. Girls actually were the

20

Dimnavant, 39
Bryant, 11, 41-42, 44-46, 53,55-56, 68; Ibid, 38,43; Barra, 55-58, 75
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only major distraction, so much so that once they got him a punishment of one hundred
laps around the track when he was caught dancing with others after hours at a campus
sorority house. The girl problem got so bad that Thomas threatened Bryant and his fellow
end, All-American Don Hutson, with expulsion from the team and took them out oftheir
starting jobs for four minutes in a game against Sewanee. Granted, Thomas was also
trying to get Bryant and Hutson to focus for that year’s big game with Tennessee, but
they knew Thomas was not kidding. Girls were never a problem after that. Bryant,
however, in 1934 did meet one girl that would become his wife: Miss U-A herself, Mary
Harmon Black. They were married in Ozark, Alabama in June 1935 but it had to be a
secret because it violated Thomas’s rule that no one on the team was allowed to marry
while in school. Bryant did not reveal he was married until after his senior season for fear
21

of losing his scholarship.
Despite all the problems with girls and the big step of getting mamed,Bryant was
still able to help the Alabama Crimson Tide achieve many wins in his football career
there with his trademark ferocious and gritty play. While there, the Crimson Tide won the
1933 and 1934 SEC championships, the first two in the newly-created conference’s
history. And in his junior year, at 6-3 and 196 pounds, he helped the Crimson Tide win
the 1934 National Championship, going undefeated and beating heavily-favored Stanford
in the 1935 Rose Bowl game by a score of29-13. Bryant also earned Second Team All22

SEC honors.

After his final season of eligibility, during his senior year, Bryant was given his
first coaching job. He was hired, at Thomas’s recommendation, by Union College in

22

Bryant, 50-52, 54-55, 57-58; Barra, 523
Barra, 85,523; Bryant, 61; Walsh, 131
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Jackson, Tennessee to install the Notre Dame offense for their football team for $170 a
month. Bryant did very well and was oftentimes left by himselfto coach the team when
their head coach did not show up for practice. Such an experience helped Bryant’s
confidence in himself as a coach, which he greatly wanted to be. In 1936, after briefly
considering some offers to play football in the pros and then turning them down based on
the advice of Thomas,Bryant was asked by the Alabama coach to be his varsity line
assistant coach at a salary of$1,250 a year plus transportation and housing. Bryant took
the offer eagerly, with the added incentive of providing for not only him and his wife
Mary Harmon, but also their first child Mae Martin, bom in March ofthat same year.
23

That year, Bryant also earned a degree in physical education.
His first stint at Alabama right after college was essentially a breeze for Bryant.
He knew the guys he was coaching and he knew the team plans backwards and forwards.
He was a natural coach, sometimes even coaching by physically showing how something
is done in the correct form, a feature of his coaching that would last until Bryant was too
old to do so. While working as an Alabama assistant, Bryant and his wife and Don
Hutson, who was now in the NFL with the Green Bay Packers, decided to open a
cleaning-and-pressing business to earn a little cash. While business was good, collecting
the money for the business was not and the business venture was abandoned after a
couple of years. The only other possible sidetrack to Bryant’s coaching at the time was an
offer to become an actor in Hollywood when the Crimson Tide was there for the 1937
Rose Bowl. Bryant had already been enamored with the stars he had met as a player at
the 1935 Rose Bowl and had gotten the itch to act, but this second trip nearly convinced
him when an agent offered him $65 a week for him to stay and try to his luck. But talking
23

Barra, 75-76, 523; Bryant, 50,69
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it over with Mary Harmon made Bryant forget quickly about it, and it was likely for the
best. In Bryant’s view, looking back, people in Hollywood were just trying to make
24

something out of nothing when it came to acting.
One thing that Bryant did focus on throughout his time at Alabama, and
subsequently throughout most of his career, was the art ofrecruiting. “Bryant was a
natiu-al recruiter...[He] would do whatever it took to reel in a prospect. In later years, he
«25

would expect his assistant coaches to do the same,

He excelled at it and all ofits ins

and outs. IfBryant had to drive all night and lose hours upon hours of sleep to reel in a
prospect, he would. Sometimes his approach to recruiting involved what would be
considered illegal tactics both then and now,but it was not monitored closely and Bryant
was by no means the only one using such methods. Bryant would go on to perfect the art
ofrecruiting in his career, but never by means that were not also widely practiced by
others or after such illegal tactics as mentioned before were more closely monitored and
outlawed.26
With the help of his solid recruiting and also his contributions as an assistant,
Alabama was able to win another SEC Championship in 1937 before he left for
Vanderbilt in 1940 to be the number-one assistant for Red Sanders. Here, Bryant
continued his success as a recruiter and brought in great talent that improved Vandy s
records of2-7-1 in 1939 and 3-6-1 in 1940, to 8-2 in 1941. In 1941, with the help of
Bryant’s recruits and his coaching ofthe defense against Alabama’s Notre Dame box,
Vandy was able to score an upset against the Crimson Tide in 1941. Bryant was not
always successful at Vandy. In his first game as a head coach, an oppurtunity given to
24
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him after Sanders was suddenly hospitalized after having an appendectomy, Bryant in his
own view cost the Commodores a win in 1940 in a 7-7 tie to Kentucky. After going up 70 at the half, he played too conservatively and Kentucky was able to tie it up later in the
game. Bryant nearly got suspended for walking out onto the field to argue with the
referees during game, but luckily the Kentucky Athletic Director of all people held him
27

back, a young mistake luckily averted.
But Bryant, despite his overall achievements at Vanderbilt, soon left after the
successful 1941 season(some say he was fired by Sanders when Sanders felt he was only
in Bryant’s shadow). Bryant, however,soon landed on his feet when he was assured of
the head coaching job at Arkansas. Bryant’s goal had been to become a head coach one
day, and now it had come. But then, on December 7, 1941, when he was driving back to
Nashville fi*om his meeting in Arkansas, he heard on the radio about the attacks on Pearl
28

Harbor by the Japanese.

Bryant immediately joined the navy as a lieutenant commander. Bryant was
eventually assigned to go to North Afiica, but on the way there, his ship, the U.S.S.
Uruguay was slammed into by another ship in its convoy, creating a huge gash in
Bryant’s ship. An abandon ship order was given although Bryant did not think the ship
would sink and advised his men to not follow the order. The order was soon rescinded,
but not before over 200 men died in the accident. The ship floated for three days,
constantly in danger of being sunk by German U-boats, but luckily, they were rescued
and sent to Bermuda. Bryant eventually made it to Morocco and served there for a year
and a half, helping to watch over navy planes on patrol in the area. In the summer of
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1944, not long after D-Day, Bryant was sent to the navy pre-flight school at Chapel Hill,
North Carolina. While here, Bryant made the most of his time by gaining permission to
coach the unit’s football team. Bryant wanted to be a step ahead of other coaches when
the eminent boom in college football came after the war ended. As head coach he could
hopefully convince some players to go with him to wherever he went after retiring fi*om
the navy. Bryant also had extra incentive to coach well now when his second child, Paul
Bryant, Jr. was bom in December 1944. The Carolina Cloudbusters were Bryant’s first
team as a head coach and subsequently the first team he guided as a head coach to a
victory, against the Duke Blue Devils on October 7,1944 by a tally of 13-6. This victory,
though, of course, is not recorded in his list of wins as a college head coach. This first
experience as a head coach revealed much of what was to come for anyone who played
for Bryant. Practices were extremely intense affairs and year-round. “Bryant drove his
,»29

players with a fury most ofthem had not seen from drill sergeants,

Some thought of

quitting since it was not really a requirement to stay in pre-flight school, but, as a test to
30

Bryant’s already-present extraordinary knack for coaching, none ofthem left the team.
After the war ended, Bryant, in 1945, turned down an offer by the Washington
Redskins to be an assistant coach. Bryant had worked briefly as a successful scout for the
Washington Redskins(not uncommon for college assistant coaches at that time)and had
also gotten to know their owner George Preston Marshall well. Bryant turned down
Marshall’s offer to be an assistant and told him he wanted a job as a head coach. Marshall
immediately set Bryant up with the president ofthe University of Maryland, Dr. Curly
Byrd. And on September 7, 1945, Bryant became a head coach at a university for the first
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time,just five days prior to Maryland’s opening game. But Bryant was able to take
31

seventeen players and two managers from his Carolina Cloudbusters team.
Such was the beginning of a long road toward greatness in college football.
Bryant would pass through Maryland, Kentucky and Texas A&M before getting back to
his alma mater where he would be propel himself to legendary status. Before his
retirement on December 15, 1982, Bryant accumulated a record of323-85-17, fifteen
conference titles and six national titles. And who would have thought that a boy firom a
lower class family in an area of backwoods Arkansas not big enough to be called a town
32

would become such an iconic figure in college football?
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Chapter 2
Vaught: From Ingleside to Oxford
Before achieving fame as one ofthe greatest football coaches in the history ofthe
SEC and the greatest at the University of Mississippi, John Howard Vaught grew up in
the South and made many stops throughout the country before coming to Ole Miss.
Ironically, Vaught shared much in common with Bear Bryant when it came to their
beginnings. He also had many different aspects to his road to the Ole Miss head-coaching
position. At his birth, however, like Bryant, it was not at all evident that Vaught would
33

become a Southern football legend.
Vaught’s birthplace was a two-story frame ranch house near Ingleside, Texas. He
was bom on the ninth of May, 1909 to a large religious family,just like Bryant, that had
eleven children total. Unlike Bryant, Vaught was a middle child, the sixth addition, with
two older brothers and three older sisters and three younger brothers and two yoimger
sisters. The Vaught family owned and ran a ranch that consisted of640 acres in Young
County. Their land had cacti, mesquite and scrub oaks, and was not the most fertile for
cows to graze on. Vaught helped run the ranch with his family by chopping wood for
their Kalamazoo oven, and he spent many nights studying by the light of coal oil lamps
after dinner. Football was not part of Vaught’s early life because all he and his other
siblings had time to do was care for their land and study. Vaught s family did not have
much money like most families in the area, but, like Bryant, Vaught never thought of
themselves as poor. The city of Ingleside,just three miles from the Vaught family ranch
contained within its limits a church, parsonage, general store, and a brick building that
served as a schoolhouse to which John would ride his sorrel horse (similar to Bryant s
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mule)as a child. Vaught, at an early age, worked hard at his studies and, unlike Bryant,
would come to excel at them. In school, as well as at a home oftwo parents, eleven
children and a sprawling ranch containing animals and crops, Vaught learned lessons in
34

sacrifice, organization and hard work that would benefit him in the future.

Vaught’s involvement in athletics did not begin with football, but instead with
basketball, on a local team in Ingleside that played other schools firom around the area. A
football team did not exist because there were not enough players to field teams. But
Vaught first saw the game offootball played in 1923 at a county fair in Graham, Texas
between two high schools. His first impression ofthe game did not particularly make him
want to play at any cost, but he could tell that those playing were enjoying themselves.
Vaught would not play the game he would become famous in until high school after he
moved to Fort Worth after finishing the eighth grade. Vaught’s reasons for leaving his
family ranch were simple: “I didn’t know then what I wanted to do with my life, but I
sure knew what I didn’t want to do. I didn’t want to work on that ranch anymore. I had
»35

had enough ofit. I just didn’t like it. And I found my way away firom it.
In Fort Worth, a town with a population of 150,000, Vaught lived at the age of
fifteen with his grandmother, Madeline Gertrude Harris. Vaught’s time with his
grandmother strengthened his values in hard work even more. In his first summer there,
in 1925, he had a job as a “redcap,” in which he took luggage out oftrains at the Sante Fe
station with his cousin Joe Boykin. At the suggestion of his cousin and his grandmother,
Vaught decided to go back to school in Fort Worth. Vaught credited his grandmother with
teaching him discipline, especially in his studies, and she was tireless in making sure her
34
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grandson did well in school. While living with her, Vaught worked for his grandmother
by mowing her front and back lots in the summer, and if he did not mow the lawn as well
as she expected or wanted, she would make him mow it again until it was right. Vaught,
through this, learned from his grandmother that attention to detail was very important.
Such attention to detail would later become a major characteristic of Vaught’s coaching
style. After some years working around the house, Vaught in his last two summers at his
grandmother’s had a job as a roughneck at oil fields in Odessa. It was through all ofthis
36

that Vaught learned so many life lessons that would benefit him in his future.
Vaught chose to stay in school after the summer of 1925 and enrolled at
Polytechnic High School in Fort Worth. In his first year, Vaught, at the encouragement of
his Uncle Edell, tried out for the school’s football team and made it at 5-11 and 165
pounds. Vaught, admittedly, was not the largest boy in Texas, but was one ofthe largest
to try out, which is why he thinks he made the first team in his first year. Coach Rube
Leissner simply had no choice and was low on talent. Vaught’s first football game was a
40-0 thrashing given to them by the orphans from the Masonic Home in Poly’s opener.
Granted, according to Vaught, these boys had been playing football with one another
since they were eight or nine years of age, but that did not keep his Uncle Edell from
shaming him. Vaught could never stand to lose after that game. But Vaught still loved
playing the game and was used at end, tackle, fullback and guard by Coach Leissner.
Vaught also continued to play basketball in high school, was elected president in his
senior year, and his grades were exemplary, earning him the title of valedictorian in 1929.
And Vaught, 188 pounds in his senior year, played football well enough to earn a
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football-work scholarship from Coach Francis Schmidt and Texas Christian University as
37

a guard, although he mostly played fullback.

Coach Schmidt was one ofthe most successful coaches in TCU football. Before
going on to great things at Ohio State, he led the Homed Frogs to 46 wins,6 losses, and 5
ties over a five-year span. Coach Schmidt molded John Vaught into a superb football
player and a student ofthe game. Vaught learned many things from Schmidt that Vaught
would use in his own coaching, such as Schmidt’s intense attention to detail and
perfection, his relentless work ethic, his beliefin moving the football in any way possible
with multiple types of offenses, and the value of quickness and speed in one’s line and in
the backfield. Schmidt also took the time to tutor Vaught personally with the use of game
film, which was not used very much in Vaught’s playing days, and Vaught learned the
value ofthis tool as well. With Schmidt’s coaching, Vaught eventually was elected
captain ofthe 1932 TCU football team and achieved All-Southwest Conference honors as
a linemen, with no small thanks to the teaching of his line coach Ray “Bear” Wolf. Wolf
would later give Vaught one of his first coaching jobs. That 1932 team went 9-0-1 and
won the Southwest Conference. Vaught also acquired a reputation for being a particularly
tough football player. In one game, he was supposedly blocked so hard in a game against
Texas that his helmet flew off, and Vaught was out cold for a full minute. The player who
hit him, Harrison Stafford, was also slow to get up. But Vaught eventually did get up and
did not take a substitution and instead played the whole game,but not before gaining
some revenge with a hit of his own on Stafford. Vaught, like in high school, also played
basketball under Coach Schmidt and was known for his defense. But Vaught seems to
have been more known for his football skills. Sam Baugh, who played at TCU and for the
37
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1937 NFL Champion Washington Redskins, once wrote,“John Vaught was one ofthe
greatest linemen to ever play at Texas Christian University and in the Southwest
»»38

Conference.

As in high school, Vaught graduated with honors and achieved degrees in
39

business and physical education.

Following graduation in 1933, Vaught took a job as a line coach and teacher at
North Side High School in Fort Worth. He was only there for a year before he went to
training to work for the Graybar Electric Company,a company he had worked for the
summer before coming to TCU. He worked there as a shipping clerk until 1936 when he
unexpectedly received a call from his former line coach at TCU,Bear Wolf. Wolf asked
Vaught to be his line coach at the University of North Carolina where he was now the
head coach. The pay was three times what he was earning at Graybar, so he took it. With
Wolf as head coach, UNC went 38-17-3. During this time at North Carolina, Vaught also
began courting his future wife, Johnsie Stinson, whom he re-met in Fort Worth on a visit
home. They had met for the first time in 1929 at TCU but did not begin dating imtil 1938.
They eventually married on December 23, 1939 in Fort Worth and had their first child.
40

John, on June 23, 1942 at Duke Hospital in North Carolina.
With the attack on Pearl Harbor in December 1941 came a change for Vaught like
many other Americans. Vaughtjoined the U.S. Navy and was sent to Annapolis for six
weeks oftraining at the Pre-Flight and Physical Training Section, also called the V-5
program. In this program, the Navy, led by Lieutenant Commander Tom Hamilton, used
the game offootball to train its pilots at American colleges and universities. This
program welcomed into its wings at its various pre-flight schools across the country men
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who became great coaches in college football after the end of World War II. These
included the likes ofJames Crowley(one ofthe original Four Horsemen on the 1924
Notre Dame Football team), Harold “Red” Drew, Charles “Bud” Wilkinson and of
course. Bear Bryant. Here, Vaught and his contemporaries shared ideas and learned new
ones. From Annapolis, Vaught went to the North Carolina Pre-Flight program in 1942.
Here he coached,just like Bryant a couple of years later, the Carolina Cloudbusters but
only as an assistant for James Crowley. AJfter a stint ofnot coaching at Rensselaer
Polytechnic Institute in Troy, New York in 1943, Vaught was promoted to the rank of
lieutenant commander and was sent to Corpus Christi Naval Air Station in Texas and had
a job running the physical training program there. Here, Vaught learned an offense that
would propel his future Ole Miss teams to many-a-victory: the Split-T. The mastermind
ofthe Split-T was Dan Faurot of Missouri, who had been at Iowa Pre-Flight and taught
the offense to Moon Mullins, a past Notre Dame standout, who had been,imtil then, a fan
ofthe Fighting Irish’s box formation. Vaught and Mullins met at Corpus Christi and there
Vaught learned the ins and outs ofthe Split-T."^^ The Navy V-5 program,in Vaught’s
view, was a huge factor in the growth ofcollege football after the end of World War II. “I
don’t think there is any question about it. The seeds for the football we know today were
,A2

planted during that great coaching exchange.

After the war and his discharge from the Navy, Vaught received offers from
Florida, where Bear Wolf had been chosen as head coach, St. Mary’s, where Moon
Mullins took the head coaching job, and Ole Miss, where Red Drew was going to lead the
football program. Although all the offers had their positives, Vaught picked Ole Miss
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over the rest because it was the offer with the nearest location to his home state ofTexas
and because Vaught already had a close friendship with Red Drew. Vaught would be
Drew’s line coach. Vaught also thought that if he and the other coaches could just work
hard and wrestle more ofthe in-state recruits from going to Coach Allyn McKeen’s
Mississippi State team, they could compete. Vaught’s first days at Ole Miss were a bit of
a challenge for the former Midshipman. The small campus was overcrowded,the Student
Union was filthy, and the entire place was not well-maintained. The only athletic office
was a room in an old gym;the assistants had none oftheir own space,just the halls and
steps. Coaches meetings were held in cars sitting in parking lots when the gym was being
43

used.

The first season in 1946 at Ole Miss was a tough one. Many people at Ole Miss
were still upset that Harry Mehre,the former coach at Ole Miss, no longer held the
position. Most ofthe team’s members were veterans ofthe war who had gotten out of
football-shape, including one of Vaught’s first greats Charlie Conerly, a former Marine.
Some vets were from Mississippi and others from out-of-state. Vaught learned early the
value ofin-state, single players when one married player he brought from the Lone Star
State, Ray Bomemann,a great athlete, left the team after the conclusion ofthe 1946
season to play for the Longhorns. Vaught would later highly value the recruitment of
Mississippi players for his football teams at Ole Miss, fronically, Vaught’s first game as
an Ole Miss coach was a loss to Bear Bryant and his Kentucky Wildcats, 20-6. And, as if
the debacle with the athletic offices was not bad enough, the Rebels had to wear
discarded crimson jerseys lent from the University of Alabama for the beginning ofthe
season because the team did not receive its uniforms in time. To Ole Miss’s credit.
43
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getting anything on time through the mail immediately after the war was difficult. Ole
Miss’s record at the end of 1946 was only 2-7, but there was a highlight ofthe season that
44

propelled Vaught’s image as an above-average coach.
Before Ole Miss faced the Arkansas Razorbacks in 1946, Drew sent Vaught to
scout Arkansas at their game against Texas in Austin. While Vaught was away. Ole Miss
had an embarrassing Homecoming loss to weak Louisiana Tech by a final of6 to 7. But
redemption would come the next week,for Vaught had done an excellentjob ofscouting
the Razorbacks and created for the Rebels a new defensive line scheme. Learned at North
Carolina Pre-Flight in 1942 fi*om James Crowley, it was a six man firont that overshifted
and undershifted to halt the running backs of Arkansas. The plan, with the help ofa
safety and a touchdown catch, both by Everette “Hairline” Harper, helped seal the 9 to 7
upset victory for Ole Miss. Vaught was given much ofthe credit by Coach Drew for the
win, although Vaught also credited the other assistants’ equally hard work and also
recognized the head coach with giving a very emotional and inspiring pre-game speech to
the players. The game was personal for Drew, who had thought he would be given the
Arkansas job before the 1946 season, but was snubbed at the last minute. Despite this, the
impact Vaught had on the outcome ofthe game was obvious. One Ole Miss player at that
game said,“If we had anything at halftime in 1946 Vaught showed us. He could go to the
,^5

blackboard and help you. The others justjumped up and down and cussed,

Vaught

shined in the aftermath ofthe game and came to be viewed as the “backbone ofthe
Staff.»>46
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After the 1946 season, which was the fourth straight losing season at Ole Miss,
Drew resigned so that he could take the job as head coach at Alabama. Drew asked
Vaught to join him at Alabama. Vaught was offered the head coaching job at Ole Miss by
Athletic Director Tad Smith, who had denied Drew’s recommendation of Happy
Campbell. The choices were tempting. Vaught did not know if he could build a winning
program at Ole Miss, like he knew he would be able to do at Alabama. On top ofthat,
there was not a tradition of stable, long-lasting coaches at Ole Miss. The football program
had had 26 coaches between 1893 and 1946 with only two going at least eight years. And
since the creation ofthe Southeastern Conference in 1933,the Rebels had only been able
to amass three conference wins in a season. Many,at the time, saw Ole Miss as being too
small and isolated to be able to achieve any real football success. Yet Vaught took the job
on January 14, 1947, one day after Drew left, for a number ofreasons. For one, his
starting salary was pretty good for the time: $12,000 at 37 years of age.It also helped that
one ofthe great Ole Miss players of all time, Charlie Conerly, waited to go pro as long as
Vaught became head coach, which Vaught agreed to do if Conerly stayed. Vaught was
also convinced by getting commitments from six people in different areas of Mississippi
to help with recruiting for Ole Miss. Vaught wanted to improve recruiting drastically.
After becoming head coach, one of Vaught’s first tasks was to create better athletic
facilities. With the help of AD Tad Smith, space was created for more offices and to have
a film room. After assembling his staff, Vaught was ready for his first season in Oxford.
Vaught brought quick results during his first season of 1947. With the same players that
went 2-7, but still containing a supply of talent, the Rebels went 8-2 in the regular season
and at the end ofthe regular season were crowned with their first SEC Championship
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(There was not a conference championship game until 1992). That year they also
47

defeated TCU, Vaught’s alma mater, 13-9 in the Delta Bowl in Memphis.

This wasjust a hint ofthings to come for the Ole Miss faithful. Before he retired
in 1970, and then again in 1973, Vaught accumulated a record of 190 wins,60 losses and
12 ties. During his tenure at Ole Miss from 1947 to 1970, Ole Miss’s overall record was
significantly better than any SEC team during that period. He also amassed winning
records against other great coaches in the SEC during his tenure such as Arkansas’s
Frank Broyles, LSU’s Charles McClendon and Paul Dietzel and Georgia’s Vince Dooley.
Only Bear Bryant, who was 7-6-1 against Vaught, had a better record against the Ole
Miss head coach. Vaught was named SEC Coach ofthe Year five times by the
Associated Press and twice by the Coaches’ Poll, in one year winning both polls. He
brought to the University of Mississippi six SEC titles, and one consensus national
championship. He also brought two non-consensus national titles. Between 1947 and
1970, he took the Rebels to 18 bowls, and after the first four, earned 14 consecutive bowl
48

bids. This was a national record at the time he retired in 1970.

All ofthese great accomplishments came from a boy who never even had an
49

introduction to the game offootball, like Bryant, until he was a teenager.
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Chapter 3
Practice and the X’s and O’s
For any coach in college football to become one ofthe greats in the sport, he has
to have a full grasp and mastery of strategy. From the chalkboard, to practice, to
gameday, one ofthe main responsibilities ofa head football coach is to develop, with his
assistants, the tactical direction his team will go in order to best the opponent from week
to week and season to season. Bear Bryant and John Vaught both certainly had a firm
grasp on the preparation and execution of their teams’ strategic landscape. In some ways,
they prepared their teams and attacked their opponents on the gridiron in similar ways. In
other areas, however, they were different, but both coaches certainly found much success
doing things their way.
Practice is an obviously essential part of any head football coach’s plan to
develop a game-ready squad. Bryant and Vaught certainly knew this and approached
their practice sessions in similar and not-so-similar ways. One similarity was an
appreciation for strict time management. When one played for Bryant or Vaught, there
was rarely down-time. Each practice was extremely organized to maximize the time
given. Vaught allowed one water break and Bryant permitted none, but this was far from
unusual in a time when the effects ofdehydration were less known and dependence on
water was seen as a weakness. This, however, is where Bryant and Vaught cease to share
commonalities when it comes to practice. For Bryant, practices were often very physical,
tough and exhausting for his players. Bryant believed in this type of preparation on a day
to day basis because it made one stronger both physically and mentally than one’s
opponent on gameday, especially in the fourth quarter when teams are at their most

30

fatigued. “I have always taken pride when people said how tough mentally and physically
„50

our teams were, how many teams didn’t win the next Saturday after playing us.

This preference for more grueling practices stayed with Bryant throughout his
career, but it was especially strong in his early coaching days. In the Navy, while serving
during World War II at Pre-Flight School in Chapel Hill, North Carolina in 1944, Bryant
was ruthless when he coached the servicemen who played for him on the unit’s football
team, the Cloudbusters. The men respected him and no one ever quit, although it was not
a requirement for them to stay, but the type ofconditioning and physical toughness
Bryant demanded in practice exceeded what they had had to endure from drill sergeants!
Bryant himself, at least in his earlier days ofcoaching, sometimes also demonstrated
physically how to do something right. Bryant carried on this tough approach toward
practice at the University of Maryland in 1945, his first college head coaching job, and
then at the University of Kentucky the next year. The end ofthe war saw an influx ofexservicemen on college campuses and, consequently, on collegiate athletic teams. During
this time in collegiate athletics, there was also no limit to the amount ofpeople one could
sign up to play. Add this to the average number ofthose who tried out without being
offered a scholarship and a coach certainly had a wide pool of players to choose from.
This excess of available athletes allowed Bryant to fully implement his taste for hard
hitting, seemingly never-ending practice sessions, especially during the off-season and
preseason, without the fear ofrunning out of players due to quitting. “Practice? It was
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more like war. The Wildcats worked themselves to a bloody pulp the year round. By
„51

some estimates, the attrition rate topped 75 percent.

One ofthe most infamous examples of Bryant’s affinity for tough practices
occurred during his first year at Texas A&M in 1954. The team arrived to preseason
camp in Junction, Texas at a small barren campsite with over a hundred members, which
was a normal-sized team, and left camp with only twenty-nine. While the number of
those who quit may be astounding, some would argue that Bryant did nothing out ofthe
ordinary during this camp. Gene Stallings, a player on that 1954 team who had already
gone through spring practice with Bryant, said,“[T]he only thing that was surprising
about Junction was that there wasn’t any grass on the practice field...Coach Bryant was
,»52

just a little tougher and a little more thorough than other coaches,

Bryant himself was

supposedly surprised at how barren the field was when they arrived at Junction and even
once took his team to the local fairgrounds late in the camp to get away for a day firom
53

the rock and sand spur-filled surface.

When Bryant arrived at Alabama in 1958, he continued to push his players to
their limits during spring practice and forced nearly two dozen players to leave in his first
year, ending up with only 46 on the roster(obviously his reputation as a taskmaster had
preceded him). Practice at Alabama also included an intense off-season conditioning
program that many teams in the country were foreign to but Bryant’s innovative use ofa
player’s downtime when he did not have the pads on paid offimmensely for him in his
future as the leader ofthe Crimson Tide.54
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While Bryant did possess a strong beliefin a tough approach to practice, he
learned to not push his players too much so as to discourage them or to wear them out
during the week ofa game.“My feeling...is, that it’s ridiculous to believe you can teach
„55

brutality and be successful with kids, to get them to give so much,

Bryant did make the

mistake of pushing his team too hard while at Kentucky following the 1949 season. His
No.11 Wildcats were set to play Santa Clara in the Orange Bowl and Bryant, so anxious
to win his first big-time bowl, did not let his players go home for Christmas and put them
through intense practice sessions multiple times a day for two weeks in the heatjust north
of Miami. His team was just ready to get the game over with by the time it arrived and
they lost to Santa Clara 21-13. Despite this mistake, Bryant learned to gauge when it was
56

smart to push his men when preparing for a game and when to hold back and rest them.
John Vaught, in over two decades at Ole Miss, used a markedly different
approach toward practice. Vaught preferred to try and get rid ofthose not committed
enough to the program during their first year at Ole Miss, with the help of Wobble
Davidson,the freshmen football team head coach. Robert Khayat, a kicker and lineman
for Vaught during some ofthe most successful years of Ole Miss football in the late
1950s, equated the year spent with Coach Wobble with Marine boot camp. Players were
pushed constantly because the coaches wanted only those who were tough and devoted to
the program. Just like Bryant, however, Vaught did have a conditioning program for the
off-season which included running the steps at Hemingway Stadium, and spring practice,
like any college football team at that time, was very tough as well. During spring
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practice, one could go hard with full pads and not worry about injuries since the only
57

game of this period was the intrasquad game that concluded spring drills.

When it came to practice during the season, however, Vaught had a different
approach from Bryant’s. According to Khayat, pads were rarely worn during the week
leading up to a game. Vaught wanted his players to be fresh and ready to play. The
team’s hundred or so members were also placed in a hierarchy ofteams based on the
color of their practice jerseys. The highest team was red, then blue, green, orange and
white in descending order. This established a competitive spirit within the members of
the team to rise to the next highest color, especially since no more than forty players ever
dressed for a game. Usually during a game at least the top two squads had considerable
58

playing time.

A grasp ofthe X’s and O’s in football is an obvious essential for any coach, and
both Bryant and Vaught were excellent strategists. Vaught was a perfectionist in his
approach to field strategy, and this attention to detail was instilled in him by his
grandmother who would make him mow her lawn again if he did a poor job. He treated
football as a science, was relentless in his preparation for each game, and would surround
himself with assistants who were the same. This arguably explains why Ole Miss often
beat teams by wide margins. “For Vaught it was a sin to field a Rebel team uncertain
«59

about the toughness and tendencies ofthe enemy,

Vaught was not only a stickler for

preparation, he was also a master at designing offenses and defenses, constantly
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searching for ways to attack the opponent. With the ideas he learned in his playing days
and among the legends in the V-5 pre-flight program like Moon Mullins and “Sleepy
Jim” Crowley, Vaught had his own repertoire of offenses which he utilized at Ole Miss.
These included such formations as the Notre Dame Box,Split-T, Winged-T, I-formation
and Vaught’s own specialty-the quarterback sprint out. At least in the most successful
era in Vaught’s tenure, the late fifties and early sixties. Ole Miss usually only used
around eight running plays and twelve passing plays. All ofthem, however, true to
Vaught’s nature of attention to detail, were done with perfection. Vaught always
emphasized ball control. If Ole Miss needed three yards for a first down,they got four
yards, not forty. It is the simple rule that ifthe other team does not have the ball, he
cannot win. With these various formations. Ole Miss and Vaught were able to accumulate
points in a fashion that certainly deserved notice. Between 1948, Vaught’s second year as
head coach at Ole Miss, and 1968,two years before his first retirement, the Red and Blue
led the SEC in total offense by three miles. Vaught did not neglect to field good defenses
either. In that same twenty-one year stretch, led by assistant coach Bruiser Kinard, Ole
60

Miss was also number one in the conference in total defense.

Bear Bryant’s offensive and defensive strategies were also certainly worth
noticing. Bryant’s strength was in feeding off ofthe ideas of his fellow coaches,
something that another coaching legend, Vince Lombardi, was known for. Also a
member ofthe list oflegendary coaches who served in the V-5 program in the Second
World War, when it came to offense, Bryant used a variety offormations over the three
decades of his career. This came more out of necessity than design because the game in
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general changed so much over these years in terms of substitution rules and style ofplay.
Whatever offense Bryant used, it never emphasized one player. If a recruiting prospect
wanted to become a star and win the Heisman Trophy while playing for Bryant, he was
out of luck. Bryant only had one Heisman Trophy winner play for him in the many years
he coached, and that was John David Crow at Texas A&M in 1957. While Bryant was
indeed successful at developing offenses, his specialty was in coaching defense.
“Bryant’s defenses always emphasized speed, movement, gang tackling, and a certain
defiant attitude...the man from Moro Bottom was a defensive genius. His defenses were
y,6\

a reflection of him - disciplined, hard-nosed, intimidating, and just plain scary.

Bud

Wilkinson,the legendary coach from Oklahoma,supposedly thought Bryant was the best
defensive coach of all time. Such praise is warranted when even as late as 1979, three
years before his retirement, Alabama only allowed 67 points in twelve games on the way
62

to a national title.

Head football coaches cannot only have the ability to plan for their opponent; they
must also possess the skill to adjust within the actual game because rarely do game plans
work to perfection, even on the winning side. Bear Bryant learned this skill as a player
for Frank Thomas at Alabama in the 1930s. The coaching legend was a mastermind at
adjusting his strategies mid-game and Bryant learned to do the same. And such a skill
was especially impressive in Thomas’s coaching days considering the fact that films were
rarely used and there were no skyboxes for coaches to view the field from. So Bryant was
certainly served well by Thomas’s teaching when Bryant himself became a coach and
was able to improve this skill with the assistance ofenhancements in technology.
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Arguably John Vaught, as the team’s offensive and defensive coordinator, also possessed
the ability to change his game plan on the sidelines when necessary. Head coach at what
was then Memphis State University, Billy Murphy once said,“You think are seeing the
same Ole Miss attack until after the game and you start looking at films to see where your
defense broke down. Suddenly, while you are sitting there looking at the movies, you
realize Ole Miss has made subtle changes -that you’ve been beaten by a multiple or
»»63

Houston offense, not a winged-T.

There were others, however, who thought Vaught

lacked the ability to coach effectively on the sideline, at least without his glasses on.
Vaught, at least by one account, had a streak of vanity in his personality, which kept him
jfrom wearing his glasses on gameday unless the sun was out. Then he could wear his
prescription sunglasses. Without his glasses, Vaught had a hard time seeing what was
happening and sometimes had trouble knowing what players were even on the field.
Frank Kinard, a player in the early sixties for Vaught and also the son of assistant coach
and former Ole Miss All-American Bruiser Kinard agreed: “Vaught was a good
„64

organizer. On the day ofthe game, he didn’t know where he was.

While such criticism

may seem unwarranted considering the success that Vaught achieved at Ole Miss, one
could certainly argue that any worthy mid-game adjustments, whenever Vaught was
without his glasses, could be attributed to the work of his assistant coaches. The head
coach had significant faith in his assistants, considering the fact that only two ever left the
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program in the over twenty years that Vaught was at Ole Miss.
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One attribute of both Bryant and Vaught was their preference for players with
speed. In the 1950s and 1960s Bryant was incredibly successful with “quick, little
,»66

boys.

This was in spite ofthe fact that during this same time period rules began to

allow more and more substitutions, thereby creating a natural progression from teams
with more conditioned, smaller athletes that played on both offense and defense(oneplatoon football) to predominantly larger ones who specialized in one position on one
side ofthe ball (two-platoon football). Bryant was able to win and win often on the
gridiron with these smaller individuals for a couple ofreasons. For one, his beliefin
tough, grinding off-seasons and practices created superbly-conditioned athletes who were
able to give their all to the last second of a game. Another reason he was successful was
because he took advantage ofthe rules in the 1960s which did not allow hands to be used
at the line ofscrimmage. Bryant trained his men to fire offthe line at their slower, larger
opponent and to aim below the knee to bring them down. With these smaller, quicker
athletes, Bryant in the mid 1960s, when such players were becoming increasingly rare in
the more recognizable collegiate programs, won the national title in 1964, 1965 and
nearly again in 1966. And this was when his heaviest player was his fullback at 208
pounds. Using and winning with these smaller and quicker players eventually proved
impossible for Bryant when the rules were changed in the 1960s to allow players to use
67

their hands at the line, but his success up until this time was remarkable to say the least.
Vaught also won many a game with quick players. Most of his linemen at Ole
Miss, in fact, especially during the era of one-platoon football, were backs in high school.
Such speed was used to fire offthe line at the opponent, much like Bryant did, and
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oftentimes handing the ball offto a back directly at the line ofscrimmage in order to
utilize this speed advantage. Despite their quickness, Vaught did not recruit men who
were small like Bryant’s. In fact, players on the Ole Miss line were not just fast but “big.
tall and fast.

68

Such large and quick linemen came in handy on defense. At the end of

the 1959 regular season, a season only blemished by their lone loss to the LSU Tigers by
a score of 7-3 on Halloween night thanks to the miracle touchdown punt return ofthat
year’s Heisman Trophy winner Billy Cannon, Ole Miss had allowed the fewest points in
the nation. Only LSU and No. 1 Syracuse had allowed fewer total yards. Three years
later, Frank Broyles, the famous University of Arkansas head coach, once said before
playing Vaught’s Rebels in the 1963 Sugar Bowl that Ole Miss was the best defensive
unit in the nation. He went on to say,“Ole Miss outweighs us about 15 pounds per man.
In fact, nobody except Green Bay(ofthe National Football League)is bigger than those
Rebels.„69 While Vaught was able to win many games with big, fast, linemen, having size
over one’s opponent did not always guarantee victory, especially against Bear Bryant and
his ovm breed of quick players. Coming into the Sugar Bowl of 1964, Ole Miss was
favored to win by a touchdown over the Crimson Tide. Ole Miss, on average, weighed
twenty pounds more per man than Alabama and had a record of 7-0-2 to the Tide’s 8-2
record. But Bryant’s smaller boys owned Vaught’s larger men in the first half ofthat
Sugar Bowl, and combined with numerous fumbles by the Rebels, it was just enough for
the Crimson Tide to pull out a 12-7 upset. While they eventually did win the yardage
game. Ole Miss in the first half had only 32 total yards. “Alabama’s quick line outweighed but definitely not outplayed, especially in the first half- was a vital factor in
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the Tide triumph.

This is just one of many instances when Bryant’s smaller players
71

took down their larger competition.

In order for any coach to run a successful offense, he needs a quarterback to lead
it. Both Bryant and Vaught possessed a knack for finding great quarterbacks. Bryant was
especially skilled at finding field generals who,even ifthey did not possess the greatest
skill in passing or running, could find a way to lead their team to victory. One such
example was Babe Parilli who played in the late 1940s and early 1950s when Bryant was
at Kentucky. Though recruited by many schools for his ability to run, Bryant noticed his
leadership potential, athletic ability, and undeveloped arm strength and turned him into a
fine quarterback. Using the T formation, Parilli set many passing records at the school,
including 54 touchdowns in three years and later played professional football in the
National and American Football Leagues. Before Parilli there was George Blanda,
another great quarterback for the Wildcats whom Bryant first used in the T formation in
1948. With this formation, Blanda had the ball in his hands more, which also gave him
more freedom to switch between plays if he thought necessary. In Bryant’s playing days,
the quarterback ran the play the coach called and that was it. Before using the T
formation, Bryant once verbally assaulted Blanda in spring practice for calling an audible
out ofthe Notre Dame Box formation. But the coach eventually learned that “[a]
quarterback needs not only the freedom to operate within an established framework but
also the authority to make necessary changes and have his team believe in his
decisions...the quarterback needed to be the coach’s representative on the field, not his
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puppet.

This learning experience later established a coaching practice that stayed with

Bryant for much ofthe rest of his career. At Kentucky and schools thereafter, he would
meet with the quarterbacks personally every day after practice and tutor and drill them in
the skill of game management. He would also speak with them before every game and
after the team meal, to go over the game plan and what to expect from each opponent.
With this, he developed close relationships with his quarterbacks and also molded some
of the all-time greats in college football, including Joe Namath,Kenny Stabler, Steve
73

Sloan, Pat Trammell, Scott Hunter, and ofcourse Babe Parilli.

Of all the amazing quarterbacks to come under the guidance of Bryant, Joe
Namath was the best, and Bryant knew it from the moment they recruited him. On
Namath’s visit the Bear made the native Pennsylvanian the first player to ever get to
stand with him in his practice field tower. While he was not a gifted student academically
and also tended to get into trouble offthe field(He once was suspended by Bryant for the
last game ofthe ’63 season and that season’s Sugar Bowl.), Namath possessed an
extraordinary talent for quickly picking up on football concepts. Tough both physically
and mentally, he also was blessed with an excellent throwing arm the likes of which was
unseen in many backfields in the early 1960s. This arm was on display in his first game
as a starter in 1962 when he threw for 179 yards and three touchdowns against Georgia in
the season-opener. Most ofthese passing yards came in the first halfin a dominating 35-0
win. His great ability to manage the game was evident in Alabama’s Orange Bowl
victory over Oklahoma that same season. Calling a near-perfect game in a competition
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that was supposed to be a battle between two great defenses, Namath had the Crimson
Tide up 14-0 at the half. Alabama won the game 17-0 to finish with a record of 10-1.
Namath also led Alabama to a national championship in 1964, a title they received from
sports writers before their Orange Bowl loss to Texas by a score of 17-21. Namath later
became a star quarterback for the American Football League’s New York Jets and led
74

them to a Super Bowl victory over the heavily-favored Baltimore Colts in 1969.
Coach Vaught had his own arsenal of quarterbacks during his time at Ole Miss.
Like Bryant, he met personally with his quarterbacks everyday, usually aroimd 1:00 or
1:30 in the afternoon and consequently also developed a closer relationship with them
than other players on the squad. Vaught’s first great quarterback was Charlie Conerly.
Although Conerly was actually designated as a tailback, he excelled at duties that today
are given to the quarterback. In Vaught’s first game as a head coach at Ole Miss, a game
actually against Bryant’s Kentucky Wildcats in September of 1947, Conerly displayed his
throwing skills in a 14-7 victory with the help ofreceiver Barney Poole, whom Conerly
threw to throughout the game. One newspaper wrote,“Around 18,000 fans saw the
„75

Conerly to Poole aerial circus perform to perfection,

Conerly went 15 for 30 passing

and Poole had seven ofthose completions for 71 yards. In 1947, Ole Miss claimed its
first SEC crown and Conerly and Poole were elected All-Americans. Conerly set an
NCAA record by completing 133 passes. This resulted in 1,366 yards passing. He also
had 435 rushing yards and 62 punts, averaging 39.5 yards a kick. After Conerly came a
slew of great quarterbacks under Vaught’s direction. These included the likes of Eagle
Day, Ray Brown, Bobby Franklin, Jake Gibbs, Glynn Griffing, and of course Archie
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Manning, all of which benefited fi*om the quarterback roll-out, a tool successfully used in
many of Vaught’s offensive plays. Archie Manning is probably the most famous Ole
Miss quarterback in the program’s history, if not his yoimgest son Eli. Archie could run
like a gazelle, pass with the best ofthem, and could manage a game as well as anyone in
the country. According to Vaught “[Manning] could spot a flaw in the enemy defenseand exploit it- quicker than any other boy I’ve ever coached. In his junior year Archie
»,76

was changing 30 percent of his plays at the line.

This ability to exploit a defense was no more evident than in the shoot-out
between Vaught’s Rebels and Bryant’s Crimson Tide on October 4,1969 in Birmingham.
Bryant had his own fine quarterback in Scott Hunter, and while neither team was ranked
among the ten best in the country at the time ofthe game,both were favorites to win the
SEC and many expected the game to be a high-scoring affair. It certainly was. Alabama
won 33-32 in the one ofthe most exciting games in college football history. The day after
the game, Wayne Thompson ofthe Clarion Ledger wrote that it was “the greatest
„77

offensive show since Hitler marched through Poland on his lunch hour,

A nationally

televised game, ABC telecaster Chris Schenkel described it as “the most exciting game
»,78

I’ve seen in 20 years of broadcasting.

In this competition, records fell by the wayside.

Manning alone set SEC game records in pass attempts(52), completions(33), passing
yards(436), and individual offense(540 yards). He personally ran for three touchdowns
and threw two. Hunter himself held his own by going 22 for 29 passing for 300 yards and
one touchdown. Together, the two opposing field generals set an NCAA game record for
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total completions with 55. All in all, in this game,24 national, SEC,and team records
were set. One could say that Vaught and Bryant certainly had a talent for finding and
79

developing exceptional quarterbacks.
A head football coach who knows his X’s and O’s must also have the knowledge
to change his usual game plan if necessary for a special opponent. Vaught and Bryant,
with the help offine assistant coaches, both excelled at doing this. One ofthe biggest
wins for Vaught came in 1952 against the third ranked team in the country, the University
of Maryland. Maryland held the nation’s longest winning streak coming into its match-up
with Ole Miss. Before the game in August, Vaught selected one of his former players,
Farley Salmon who was working for a chemical plant, to scout Maryland. A few days
before the game, Salmon and defensive coach Buster Poole were looking through films of
the Terrapins when they noticed a habit in their All-American quarterback Jack
Scarbath’s pre-snap ritual. As he approached the line, he would constantly look the
opposite way he intended to run. They also noticed that the Terrapin defensive line set its
splits according to how the offensive line they were facing aligned themselves. With this
valuable information, Vaught was able to create a game plan that exploited Scarbath’s
tell-tale movements and the alignments ofthe Maryland defensive line. With new splits
in the Ole Miss line that caused Maryland to widen itself out on the defensive line, the
Rebels ran down the throats of the No. 1 defense in the nation. Ole Miss quarterback
Jimmy Lear threw for 231 yards and the offense accumulated 461 total yards in a 21-14
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victory. Later that year, it was designated by the Associated Press as the upset ofthe year
80

in sports.
Another game in which Vaught showed his genius for game planning was the
1969 game against Tennessee. One ofonly a couple of games in which Vaught said the
game plan was executed to near perfection, it was not only an upset it was a beat-down
by the Rebels. Assistant Eddie Crawford had been scouting Tennessee as it built an
undefeated record of 7-0 going into its game with Ole Miss. After seeing the Volunteers
beat South Carolina 29-14, Crawford left the game to meet with Vaught and his staff. The
Tennessee defensive alignment had caught his eye. Crawford had noticed that their
linebacker, before the snap, as he moved toward the middle ofthe line, would step back
to create more room for their nose guard to slash in front of him,leaving the middle
vulnerable to attack. With this information, Vaught prepared his offense by practicing
quick-hitting running plays that went up the middle from the I formation. Vaught knew
these plays could be especially lethal if Tennessee was going to protect its flanks, which
the Rebel head coach expected they would. Ole Miss’s potent offense usually operated in
the flanks. In his intense preparation, Vaught chose to defend against Tennessee with the
5-4 set. On the first drive. Ole Miss scored in four minutes and 29 seconds. Quarterback
Archie Manning, before each play, would make note ofthe positioning ofthe tell-tale
Tennessee linebacker. Snapping the ball, he would then hand it offto the fullback or
running back, who would then run to whichever side the offensive line trapped one ofthe
inside Tennessee linemen, who were set in a four man front. On the eighth play ofthe
drive from the Tennessee 41, Manning made a run-out pass to a flanker at the 13, who
had raced passed their secondary caught looking inside by all the quick inside runs. This
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got Ole Miss to the three, and Manning put the Rebels ahead 7-0 on a keeper three plays
later. This was the beginning ofa rout where both Ole Miss’s offense and defense
dominated throughout the game. The final score was 38-0. Since the mid-sixties, Vaught
was also using a computer program developed by a former player, which assisted him
with organizing his scouting reports and even could convince Vaught to change overall
strategies. And while this program did come in handy in Ole Miss’s preparation for
Tennessee in 1969, it does not fully explain Ole Miss’s total dominance in that game. A
vast majority ofthe credit has to go to the staff and to Vaught for their tireless work in
scouting and getting their team prepared. Tennessee head coach Doug Dickey, after
leaving for the University of Florida, once said in an article in the Commercial Appeal,
“Never in all my years of coaching did I have such a day as that one.[Ole Miss]seemed
to know our very thoughts.
Vaught still had a knack for game planning in special situations even when he had
been out ofcoaching for a few years. Vaught retired after the 1970 season on the
recommendation of his doctor after suffering chest pains and discovering a major
circulatory problem that kept him offthe sidelines for the last halfofthe season. Having
recovered fully from his illness, Vaught was asked to return to Ole Miss in 1973
following the firing of Billy Kinard after a 1-2 start and a 2-5 SEC record the previous
year(Kinard had also had trouble getting along with his own players and alumni). First,
Vaught reinstituted his own preference for wide-open football on the offensive side.
Vaught always enjoyed the use of the pass whenever he could, but this was especially by
the late 1960s. This high-flying offense prevailed mightily over Ole Miss’s next
opponent. Southern Mississippi. The Rebels won 41-0 in Vaught’s first game back. Ole
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Miss finished the season 6-5, but not before another amazing victory over the Tennessee
Vols. Ole Miss was 4-5 going into this game following a 51-14 thrashing from LSU in
Baton Rouge, but they had also had a bye week before meeting the Vols. During this
break, Vaught made his team focus on fundamentals. Afterwards, the players said it felt
like spring practice had ended, but it also provided an emotional boost to the team.
During the bye Vaught also cooked up a special plan for the Volunteers, creating a
special formation called the L formation, which was a variation ofthe I. This change led
to 360 yards rushing for the Rebels against Tennessee in a 28-18 upset win on regional
television. The next week. Ole Miss beat its in-state rival Mississippi State to close out
the year with a winning record. Even after two years offthe sidelines, Vaught’s coaching
82

skills were certainly still exceptional.

Bear Bryant was also exceptional at game preparation, especially when his normal
strategies needed changing for a particular opponent. He was arguably better at it than
Vaught, considering he coached at the same time as Vaught and many years after, when
college football changed drastically in a variety of ways. One early example ofBryant s
game preparation skills took place in 1950, when Babe Parilli, his star quarterback at
Kentucky, was injured and had to have groin surgery. Parilli would be able to play
against LSU,their next opponent, but Bryant knew he would have to somehow protect
him. So, he used a spread formation that utilized Parilli’s arm and not his legs and placed
him further behind the center than normal,in what we today call the shotgun position.
This formation also spread out the defense because Parilli’s receivers ran routes in all
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different directions, which made it difficult to rush the quarterback. With this formation.
83

Kentucky defeated LSU soundly 14-0.

That same year, Bryant’s SEC Champion Wildcats faced Bud Wilkinson and the
Oklahoma Sooners in the Sugar Bowl. The Sooners were on a 31-game winning streak
and had been crowned national champions, which was normal in the days when polls
selected their title winners before the bowl games. For this game, Bryant devised a plan
that utilized his No.2 ranked defense by throwing all types of alignments at the Sooner
offense. All ofthese random looks including one with three tackles, left the Sooners off
balance especially when Walt Yowarsky, a man who had played less than five minutes of
defense all year for Bryant was used to interrupt plays in the backfield. Aside from
Yowarsky the Sooners primary worry was Outland Trophy winner Bob Gain on the
Kentucky defensive line. Yowarsky recovered a fumble on the Oklahoma 22 which led to
Kentucky’s first score. Kentucky’s pressure at the line was superb and Oklahoma would
end with four fumbles and only 189 total yards in offense, resulting in a 13-7 Kentucky
84

victory.

In the 1966 Orange Bowl Bryant played a Nebraska team that was also much
larger than his Crimson Tide. To beat them Bryant knew he would have to throw often
for Alabama to have a chance, so he gave All-American Steve Sloan the green light to
throw whenever he wanted. Going into the game, Alabama had only averaged 16 passes a
game. Bryant’s team was all about conservative, ball-control football. The pass was only
a secondary weapon to the running game. But Sloan followed Bryant’s instructions and
had his team ahead at halftime 24-7. Just before the half, Bryant sent word to Sloan that
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he did not have to throw on every down because the game had been decided by then.
Sloan wound up completing 20 passes on 37 attempts for 296 yards and two touchdowns.
Alabama had 512 yards oftotal offense to Nebraska’s 378,though the game was not
nearly as close as this stat nor the final score of 39-28 might suggest. The win also gave
85

Alabama a national title.

The most significant factor in game strategy that distinguished Vaught and Bryant
as two of the all-time greats in college football was their ability to adjust to college
football’s changes over the many years they coached. The game they saw when they
came into the coaching profession was much different firom the one they left, regardless
ofthe fact that Vaught retired firom coaching(for good)nearly a decade before Bryant.
When Vaught and Bryant began their head coaching careers in the aflennath of World
War II, substitution rules in college football created a game that required the use of wellconditioned players that could play on both offense and defense. This was due to the fact
that, if a player was substituted during a quarter, he could return during that quarter, but if
he came out again in that same quarter, he would have to wait until the following quarter
to return to the game. Likewise, if a player was substituted into a game and then taken out
again in the same quarter, he would have to wait to get back into the game in the next
quarter. Such a limit on the cycling of fi*esh players also meant that players who did not
want to see their playing time taken away would often play with any injury that was less
than a broken bone. For a short time, beginning in 1949 and lasting until the 1952 season,
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the NCAA eliminated these substitution rules in favor of more liberal substitution.
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By 1964, there were no more limits on substitutions again, and this time for good.
A coach could cycle out players as often or as seldom as he wanted. While there is no one
definite reason for this change, some,including former University of Miami head coach,
Howard Schnellenberger, believed the cause lay in the professional game, which had
allowed unlimited substitutions by 1950. “It didn’t happen by design,” Schnellenberger
once stated. “The game just evolved that way. It was the inevitable pull towards pro
football. Pro football got their players from college, and when the players came back
«87

from the pros to coach in college they taught pro techniques and strategy,

Whatever

the real reason, the game changed dramatically with the elimination ofsubstitution rules.
Coaches now recruited players to fill specific positions on one side ofthe ball, eyeing
skill and talent more so than conditioning. Not only did substitution rules change, but also
rules governing play at the line ofscrimmage. As previously stated, Bryant, when players
could not use their hands at the point of attack on the line ofscrimmage, utilized the
speed and smaller stature of his linemen from the 1940s through the 1960s by teaching
them to cut down their larger opponents by hitting low. But this was all changed when
the rule was removed and hands were allowed at the point of attack on the line, leading to
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the appearance of much larger and stronger linemen on every college team.
John Vaught, as mentioned before, was skilled at game planning for specific
opponents. But while his offenses always were ofthe man-in-motion variety(meaning
someone in the backfield was on the move in every play to keep the defense guessing), in
his overall career, he also knew how to tweak his plans from year to year as the game and
his players changed around him. One ofthe first instances ofthis came in his second year
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at Ole Miss in 1948. The great Charlie Conerly, who had led Ole Miss to its first SEC
title the year before was gone, and all Vaught had was a 5’9”, 152 pound quarterback
named Farley “Fish” Salmon. Lacking in other positions as well, not many expected Ole
Miss to come close to their success in *47. Vaught, however, had a plan to utilize what
players he had, and it geared around the use ofthe Split-T offense, which he had learned
from Missouri head coach Don Faurot during his wartime service. The Split-T offense
was efficient for those teams that were short and undermanned as it utilized special
blocking splits that did not require power blockers. The quarterback was more ofa runner
who either kept the ball himself or pitched it as he ran along the line ofscrimmage. The
quarterback could also pass at times, but the Split-T was used predominantly, quite well
in fact, as a short-yardage gainer. With this offense, which Vaught had thought to use in
’47 but instead chose to wait until he no longer had Conerly, Ole Miss finished second in
the SEC,behind the Georgia Bulldogs. After that year. Ole Miss always utilized a
variation ofthe Split-T offense plus they did not have to look far for Mississippi recruits
89

who wanted to play with this attack too.

An extra kink that was added to the offense came in the 1954 season when
Herman “Eagle” Day was the quarterback for the Red and Blue. Despite having little
football experience. Day was a very good pitcher in baseball with an exceptional arm.
Because he possessed a strong arm Vaught implemented his sprint-out passing strategy
for the first time. This style required that the quarterback take the snap and sprint to the
left or right at a 45-degree angle from the line ofscrimmage. With the depth provided by
the 45-degree run, the quarterback could observe the field ahead of him better and decide
whether to run or pass. Obviously, if a defense chose to defend the pass, he could run.
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and if a defense charged him, he could pass. It was certainly a deadly weapon in Vaught’s
offensive arsenal. And while the Rebel defense of 1954 allowed only 172.3 yards a game
(best in the nation), and was arguably the primary reason that Ole Miss went to the Sugar
Bowl that year, one cannot also overstate the impact ofthe roll-out sprint pass in the
offense. This was especially true considering the fact that Vaught used it, and used it
successfully, until his first retirement in 1970. If any other proof was needed to validate
this offensive scheme. Bud Wilkinson also used the sprint-out pass in his many wins at
Oklahoma.90
Vaught’s success in the fifties carried into the early sixties. Three years after the
first use of the sprint-out pass, Vaught wanted to change his offense again and this time
he used the Wing-T formation. This formation led to a surge in rushing production in
which the Rebels averaged 306.3 yards a game during the 1957 season. Two years later
the 1959 Ole Miss Rebels, a team that was given the title of Team ofthe Decade by the
Associated Press, gave up only 21 points all year on defense, while scoring a schoolrecord 329 points themselves offensively. That year, they also avenged their 7-3
Halloween loss to LSU by defeating the Tigers in the Sugar Bowl 21-0. Two years later,
in 1961, Ole Miss earned a Cotton Bowl berth after setting or equaling 16 school records
with the number one offense in the nation in yards per game(419.2) and third best
91

defense in yards allowed per game (145.3).

In the late 1960s, particularly in 1967, Vaught’s great defenses ran into trouble.
At this time, the Houston veer offense was popular as a triple-option attack against fiveman defensive fronts. This was because it would spread the five men out to allow for
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backs to run with the ball between them. Ifthe gap was not there, the QB faked to the
inside runner and exploited the outside ofthe five-man firont. Ole Miss’s 5-4 defense
struggled against opponents who used it, and Vaught tried a change to a split-6 alignment
to better cover the flanks. This failed, however, because of a lack ofbig linemen to take
away the inside option. Other position changes also failed until Vaught finally reverted
back to the 5-4 defense before meeting No.3 Georgia. Ole Miss,thanks to some
important plays on defense ironically, achieved an upset by a score of29-20. Vaught and
his Rebels ended up in the Sun Bowl against the University of Texas-El Paso but lost
14-7. This time, the defense was hurt again by outside play when UTEP used the Straight
T formation and drop back pass. The drop back pass had become more common with the
onset of two-platoon football’s more complex offenses, especially due to the fact that
passing rules, like substitution rules, were becoming more liberalized. Ole Miss ended up
92

with a sub-standard 6-3-1 record and Vaught felt that changes needed to be made.
In 1968, Vaught caught on fully with the pro-passing trend and instituted the use
ofa more wide-open style of offense, rich in variety. Again, Vaught liked the pass before
it became extremely popular, but now he wanted to utilize it even more with the use of
flankers (today called wide receivers or wide-outs) along with the running game. This
came at a good time because in 1968, a skilled group ofsophomores were now eligible to
play varsity, including Archie Manning, who fully exploited this wide-open strategy
nearly from the start. During the LSU game, a 27-24 win in Baton Rouge, Manning said.
„93

It all came to me.

He had 345 passing yards and 362 yards oftotal offense, receiving

the award for national back-of-the-week. The next year, in 1969, Vaught’s wide-open
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offense was on display in many games with Manning behind the wheel. One was the
offensive spectacle between Manning and Scott Hunter of Alabama that saw every
offensive record imaginable systematically destroyed, ending in a 33-32 loss for Ole Miss
largely because Manning just ran out oftime. And then there was the 38-0 surprise
thrashing over Tennessee that showcased Ole Miss’s ability to run up the middle as well
as pass. That year. Ole Miss finished with an upset of Arkansas in the Sugar Bowl. Again
this wide-open football actually returned after Vaught’s first retirement in 1970, and
when he came back to finish the 1973 season helping Ole Miss firom a 1-2 start to fimsh
94

6-5, even with a string of crucial injuries.

Bear Bryant’s skill at adjusting to the changing face ofcollege football is one of
the main reasons he lasted as a head coach fi*om the 1940s all the way into the 1980s at
four different universities. At all ofthese schools he only had one losing season in 38
total seasons! That certainly vouches for his ability to win no matter what the style of
game. One of the reasons for this standing power was his never-changing defensive
philosophy that at all times stressed speed, grittiness, movement, gang tackling, and
intimidation. His offensive schemes, however, altered with the times when it was needed.
Like Vaught, Bryant used the Split-T offense three years after the Ole Miss head coach in
1951, after he lost a great quarterback in Babe Parilli who,like Conerly, also led his team
to an SEC title the year before. That year, Kentucky went a respectable 8-4 and received
a birth in the Cotton Bowl where they defeated TCU 20-7. Bryant would not get
Kentucky to another bowl after two more seasons and would only get Texas A&M to one
bowl(the Gator, after their 1956 Southwest Conference championship)in his four
seasons in College Station. However, we must remember he also was turning aroimd
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what were disappointing football programs before he got there(as was also the case at
Maryland) and the fact that during this time at Kentucky and Texas A&M,a span of
95

twelve seasons, he only had less than seven wins three times.
In Tuscaloosa, Bryant was extremely successful in the 1960s despite rule changes
concerning player substitutions and the evolving passing game at the college level.
During this decade, Alabama had the best overall record with a 90-16-4 mark, which
included three national titles (’61,’64,’65), four conference titles, and ten straight bowls.
This was achieved predominantly with the use ofsmaller, quicker athletes especially in
the first half ofthe decade. In the later years ofthe sixties, however, Bryant’s reliance on
smaller, quicker players and the schemes that worked with them was shaken when the use
of hands at the line was allowed in the mid 1960s. Bryant was hit with this realization
when his Crimson Tide, in the 1969 and 1970 seasons, only had a 12-11 overall record,
including consecutive losses to rival Tennessee by wide margins. Bryant began looking
96

for bigger linemen for the next decade for Bama teams.

Before the disappointing 1970 season came to an end, Alabama had to play an
uncharacteristically average Oklahoma team in the Astro Bluebonnet Bowl, which ended
in a 24-24 tie. The best thing that came out ofthis otherwise sloppy game was that Bryant
saw the wishbone offense up close for the first time, run by the Sooners, and it certainly
caught his attention. Bryant had in the past few seasons taken a liking for the pro-style
drop-back passing schemes, hoping to use it to establish the run so he could control the
line of scrimmage, something Bryant and Alabama often thrived at. However, as the ’69
and ’70 seasons showed this new strategy met with little more than moderate success.
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Bryant and his assistants were slow in adjusting to the specialist brand offootball that
was growing in the late 1960s, and their recruiting had suffered oflate as well. The
wishbone offense brought Alabama back to its former glory after Darrell Royal the
legendary coach from the University of Texas convinced Bryant to go ahead and
implement it in his attack. Royal’s assistant Emery Bellard should be given the credit for
the original development ofthe wishbone offense, which Royal used to bring national
championships to Austin in ’69 and ’70, certainly something that Bryant had to have
97

taken into account when deciding to go with the new offense.

)>98

Bryant once categorized the wishbone as “a glamorized Split-T.

In many ways.

it was like the Split-T which required linemen who could fire offthe line and get to their
opponents first before the defensive linemen could react. Larger, stronger offensive
linemen are needed for the drop-back pass to prevent the defense from getting to the
quarterback, but in the wishbone it was the opposite. These quick linemen were,of
course, what Bryant was used to and was more than happy to find, even ifthey needed to
actually be a little larger than what he had used in years past. It was also like the Split-T
in that it was good for controlling the line ofscrimmage and taking up time when run
effectively. The many different options that the wishbone offense gave a coach were what
made it especially lethal. A quarterback could give the ball to the fullback, or fake it to
him and roll out and either keep it or pitch it to the trailing halfback if a defensive back
came to meet him, or he could pass. Bryant was very good at finding ways to hurt a
defense with the wishbone pass because a receiver was always in one-on-one coverage.
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This was because the rest ofthe defense was busy guarding against the run, which also
99

included a quarterback that could carry the ball.

The first obstacle Bryant had to deal with was simply teaching his team the
offense in time for the ’71 season opener. In spring practice Bama only had practiced its
pro-style offense. This came in handy however when Bryant did in fact get his team
ready in time but wanted it to look like Alabama was going to run its usual offense. When
a traveling group of reporters showed up at pre-season drills, Bryant made his team
practice pro-style formation plays for them. Consequently, everyone only expected more
ofthe same for the season opener against Southern California, a game Alabama was
expected to lose as they did the year before when USC beat them soundly with running
back Sam Cunningham. When Alabama broke the huddle for the first time on September
10, 1971, the plan had worked to perfection. Southern Cal was caught completely off
guard. Within 20 minutes, Alabama was up 17-0, and although it did not score the rest of
the game, it controlled the line ofscrimmage, helping the Tide to hold on to the ball for
most ofthe game. While Bama only had 32 yards passing all night, it made up for it with
302 rushing yards. The defense was also very Bryant-like in its determination to stand
strong against Southern Cal and Sam Cunningham,stopping them on downs their final
drive at the Alabama 22. The final was 17-10 and a big win for Bryant and the program
as a whole. As Johnny Musso,senior halfback on that team said “The program was on the
line. Even if we’d played well and not won,I don’t know what kind of year we would
have had. That game gave us a lot ofconfidence, gave us back that Alabama attitude. We
»ioo
That year, Alabama went undefeated in the regular season.
brought Alabama back.
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and won the SEC again, but suffered a lopsided loss to Nebraska in the Orange Bowl by a
final score of6-38.101
The loss to Nebraska happened simply because Nebraska was too big and Bryant
did not have the time to find larger linemen. How could Alabama expect to contend when
their center weighed about 200 poimds and was facing a Nebraska middle guard forty
pounds heavier? But Bryant knew how to get the men he needed and in no time Bryant
and Bama were beating everyone. Bryant especially took advantage ofthe absence of
substitution rules. He and his staff were able to recruit enough skilled athletes to field
three or four at each position. As long as the recruit did not mind not getting to play every
down accumulating stats and personal glory, he had a spot on a very good and deep
Bryant football team. Bryant’s teams in the 1970s won more than any other in the nation,
a feat they also accomplished in the 1960s. Bryant’s assistant coaches must be given a lot
of credit, for no head coach can lead a team alone, especially defensive coach Ken
Donahue and offensive coach Mai Moore who were the “architects” ofthe Bama’s
102

outstanding play on both sides ofthe ball,

But while credit should certainly go to these

outstanding assistants of Bryant it cannot be stated enough how important the head coach
is in the overall execution of a team’s game strategy from practice to gameday, and
Bryant made it all work and work very well at this time in his career. In the last full
decade of his career Bryant won the Associated Press SEC Coach ofthe Year Award,
four times(and one more in ’81), and the AP National Coach ofthe Year Award twice
(’71 and ’73). The other time Bryant won the national award was back in 1961. As far as
the distribution of all his conference titles, he won two in the fifties, four in the sixties.
lOI
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eight in the seventies, and one in the eighties. And he won three national titles in both the
sixties and seventies. Such facts are a testimony to his malleability when it comes to
gameday strategy and shows why he was the absolute best in the profession in this
103

regard.

Both Bryant and Vaught excelled at many,if not all, ofthe areas of game strategy
that a football coach must know to have a chance to find success. They both believed in
the value of practice, Bryant more in a tougher, more challenging version and Vaught in
one that emphasized staying fi-esh. Vaught could also be demanding at times because he
sought perfection on the field. They both possessed a belief in the use ofquick athletes,
especially in the era of one-platoon football. Vaught typically had larger men up firont
than Bryant but both found players with great speed no matter the style offootball. Both
were masters when it came to X’s and O’s whether they were designing plays or picking
the brains of their fellow coaches. Bryant and Vaught both believed in the value of the
quarterback and his importance in leading the offense when they, the coaches, had to
watch on the sidelines. Both Bryant and Vaught could change a game plan for a special
opponent and oftentimes see it to victory, even if given little time to prepare. And both
certainly possessed an extraordinary aptitude for altering their complete and overall game
strategies when they found themselves in a season or an overall style of play that
demanded that change in order to achieve success.
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Chapter 4
More Keys to Career Longevity
In order to survive long as a college football coach, one cannot just have an
exceptional ability in creating game plans and strategies from year to year. For a coach to
retain employment on a long-term basis, he must also make sure his overall program of
operations is well-running and well supported. To do this, a head football coach must
establish himself as the leader in every facet ofthe team’s operations such as strategy,
recruiting, daily practices, etc. How a coach goes about implementing this power,
however, can differ from coach to coach. This may mean that one part ofthe team’s
overall operations, for instance, recruiting, is handled in a particular way by one head
coach that is unlike the custom of another. Bear Bryant and John Vaught both established
themselves firmly as the leaders oftheir respective teams, but when it came to delegation
of responsibilities among their respective staffs, they had differing philosophies.
Before discussing a head coach’s hierarchy within his football program, one must
understand the environment in which Vaught’s and Bryant’s programs were set. During
most of Vaught’s coaching career and in the first couple of decades ofBryant’s, respect
for authority permeated throughout collegiate campuses. In athletics this was even more
so. To argue with the head coach and his assistants was far from an option for football
players in the forties, fifties, and early sixties. One did what was asked and showed no
sign of dissent or disagreement. With this in mind one can get a sense of what life under
Vaught and Bryant was like for a player although Vaught and Bryant used this power to
run their teams in different ways. Vaught certainly was ultimately above all his assistants
and players, and they all knew this without question. Unlike Bryant in his earlier
coaching career Vaught throughout his time at Ole Miss believed strongly in delegation
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of responsibilities, letting his staff contribute their strengths and ideas to the overall
operation. One of his assistants Bruiser Kinard once stated,“Coach Vaught leaves a lot of
the work to the individual coaches. He’ll throw something out and let us fit our pieces to
»,I04

the puzzle.

While Bryant certainly could not do everything by himself and delegated

responsibilities as any head football coach must, it took a couple of decades for him to
get to Vaught’s level. Vaught’s strong beliefin delegation was not only present in game
105

Strategy but also in recruiting.

While Vaught was a big believer in the delegation ofcertain responsibilities he
did not shy away from the creation and enforcement ofteam rules. As with any well-run
football program the head coach had the ultimate say-so in this area. And when Vaught
felt that his rules were not working for the benefit ofthe team, he was not slow to make
the necessary and correct changes. One example ofthis came after he was on the job a
few years. The Rebels, after going a combined 17-3 between 1947 and 1948, had gone 45-1 in 1949 and were only 4-5 going into their final game ofthe 1950 season with
Mississippi State. At this time two-platoon football had been implemented for a brief
period in the college game and Ole Miss lacked the manpower needed for this type of
game. Vaught also felt that there were other problems within the program namely a lack
ofteam cohesion. Fighting to keep his job. Ole Miss achieved a valiant win over their in
state rivals Mississippi State by a score of27-20. Despite the fact that Ole Miss finished a
mediocre 5-5 on the year this was a big win for Vaught since this same State team had
defeated the Cotton Bowl-bound Tennessee Volunteers earlier in the year. After this
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significant victory quieted his critics, Vaught instituted some new team rules to create a
more closely-knit squad. Ole Miss no longer would sign married players unless
extenuating circumstances warranted it. Vaught felt that marriage hurt a player’s
dedication to the team because it required so much time and effort, especially when the
players had children. This did not mean that Vaught could stop players from getting
married after joining the team, but this rule obviously discouraged it. Also, no one was
allowed to have a car during the season and consequently everyone had to walk to
practice and their classes. Players were also not allowed to go home during the season. In
addition Vaught himself decided that he would make a conscious effort to not give praise
to any single individual but to the team as a whole when it was warranted. These new
rules made a positive impact on the team during the following season of 1951. Bryant and
his Babe Parilli-lead Kentucky Wildcats were favored to beat the Rebels by 20 points in
Oxford. But the result was a hard-fought 21-17 Ole Miss victory. This was a sign of
better things to come. Even before one-platoon football was reinstated in the college
game by the 1953 season Ole Miss was back on the winning track, posting records of63-1 and 8-0-2 in 1951 and 1952 respectively. Vaught later addressed the mamage
problem with his players in 1969. In a letter to the team, he stated that all married players
during the season had to stay with the team in the dormitories from Wednesday through
game day and were required to ride with the team to and from away games. Despite his
belief in spreading out responsibilities, Vaught’s players never lost sight of who was in
ultimate control.106
There was never a doubt as to who pulled the strings when one played or worked
for Bear Bryant. Though his belief in true delegation grew as he aged, Bryant always
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maintained total and absolute control over his teams jfrom his first season as a head coach
at Maryland in 1945 to his last at Alabama in 1982. While he did surround himself with
great assistants throughout his career, they all referred unquestioningly to him. Such a
demand for total control also meant that Bryant wanted little interference from those
outside the football program. This is the one factor that caused him to leave Maryland
after his first and only season there for the University ofKentucky. Dr. Curly Byrd,
former head football coach at Maryland and the president ofthe school when Bryant was
hired, was called “The Boss” by many including Bryant. While Bryant was not too
prideful to use this name for someone who in fact was his boss, Bryant showed little
patience when Byrd decided one day to override one ofBryant’s own football decisions.
Bryant had suspended one ofthe few tackles Maryland had on the team after the player
had been seen at a beer joint. After the season ended Bryant found out that Byrd had
reinstated the player(a son of a politician) behind his back and had also decided to fire
one of Bryant’s assistants. Bryant knew he could not coach a team that was in theory run
by him but actually run by someone else. So, despite the president’s objections, Bryant
107

left for Kentucky when Bryd refused to change his mind on his recent decisions.
By the time Bryant arrived in Alabama in 1958, he had head coached at three
previous programs and knew exactly what he wanted when he came to Tuscaloosa.
Actually taking a pay decrease from what he was being paid at Texas A&M,Bryant
demanded to also be Athletic Director(even though it hurt him deeply to take it from
Hank Crisp, his former influential coach during Bryant’s playing days at Alabama).
Bryant wanted to have complete and utter control ofthe program in all respects. Bryant
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met with alumni and fervently requested them to stay out of any recruiting operations, as
he had heard stories about their illegal involvement. Bryant had learned at Texas A&M
that allowing recruits to be paid by alumni brought players to the team that did not always
give their all. Also, such illegal recruiting practices, though not uncommon at the time
sometimes also brought punishment, which Bryant also learned while with the Aggies. At
Alabama, Bryant was in more control of his squad and the overall program than ever
before and the resulting success he achieved in Tuscaloosa bears witness to the value of
108

this practice.
Like Vaught, Bryant had to adjust his team rules as the years warranted. Unlike
Vaught, however, Bryant also had to change his style of management as his age
increased. Perhaps the most astonishing part ofthese adjustments was that Bryant made
them to adjust to players from three different generations! Never mind the fact that the
college game at this same time changed dramatically in terms of how it was played, first
with smaller faster individuals and later with larger more specialized athletes. Bryant,
while continuing to instill respect for discipline, also had to deal with players that had
different outlooks on society, government, and football itself

109

When Bryant first started out as a head coach, he was a one-man workaholic who
pushed those around him, assistant coaches and players alike, to also give their all. At
Kentucky the assistant coaches came to work by 5:30 A.M., while Bryant was there thirty
minutes earlier. He worked constantly day and night, only getting an average offour
hours of sleep, and was highly involved in recruiting. At Kentucky Bryant stayed
involved personally in every part of his players’ lives,just short of officially adopting
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them. Every night he would visit the team dorms to check on his players and deliver
some type of inspirational sermon most likely about working hard, being dedicated or the
like. Bryant also set everyday rules for his players, like Vaught eventually did at Ole
Miss in the early 1950s. Players could not have automobiles on the Kentucky campus and
had to wear a coat and tie to all games. This militaristic approach to controlling a football
team was nothing new to anyone. Bryant, however, was a master at implementing this
style ofteam management which instilled fear, discipline, and also respect in his
110

players.

When Bryant came to Alabama in 1958, the Crimson Tide had only won a total of
four games in the past three seasons combined. At this final stop in his coaching career
Bryant took a slightly different approach in how he dealt with players on a personal level.
When he first arrived at Alabama, Bryant met with each one ofhis players and talked
with them about their families and how they personally were doing. For whatever reason
Bryant abandoned his usual practice oflaying down the law from the get-go and
essentially telling his players that ifthey did not want to do it his way they might as well
leave. In his autobiography the coach did admit that his first group at Alabama was “a
»iii

great bunch of kids, kids who were there with a purpose,

This cannot fully explain

why his overall approach toward his players changed in a fairly significant way at this
time in his career. Bryant still demanded respect, discipline and hard work. But he was
also the first to admit that he had made mistakes in the past going overboard in his
militaristic approach to coaching. This was especially so when it came to dealing with
players who committed gaffes on the field. Sometimes Bryant would ruin the flow and
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progress of practices because he went too berserk on a player who made a mistake.
Whatever the reason, both of his approaches to dealing with players worked very well for
112

him, ironically.

A decade into his time at Alabama, Bryant faced a need to adjust to a changing
society that was negatively affecting his and nearly every other college campus in the
nation. After the early 1960s, America experienced a youth rebellion across its campuses
in response to the problems in Vietnam and the general atmosphere ofsocial upheaval.
This defiance against authority also made its way onto athletic fields. Kenny Stabler, one
of the greatest quarterbacks in Alabama history was once kicked offthe team by Bryant
for a number of reasons in the spring of’67 before his senior year. The next fall, Bryant
had let him back on the team and while Bryant believed it was the best thing personally
for Stabler, Bryant felt that his being lax on the quarterback hurt the discipline and
morale of the overall team. This was not something a coach in the late sixties in America
needed to have on his squad. Bryant said he had lost touch with many ofhis players at
this time in his career. Before this period the Tide had enjoyed tremendous success in the
early and mid sixties, winning three national titles and four conference titles between ’61
and ’66. They did not attain another SEC title until 1971. Bryant had,in his own opinion,
been too wrapped up in the television appearances and honors he had been given, not to
mention being flattered by an offer to coach the Miami Dolphins. Bryant admitted in an
interview for Playboy with novelist Richard Price to having fallen short in his coaching
and recruiting duties at a time when the average Alabama player, while still highly
disciplined and constantly under the influence ofstringent rules, did not always so
willingly sacrifice what was needed to win consistently on Saturdays. Drugs also found
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their way onto the Alabama football team,something that Bryant showed no tolerance for
in early 1970. Having cooperated with state and federal investigators in monitoring
suspected users, Bryant had his coaches raid all of his players’ dormitory rooms and
seven players eventually left the team after being given the choice to leave or face the
authorities.113
Bryant, even in the face of this rebellion in youth, continued to enforce everyday
rules upon the lives of his players as he did at Kentucky. “[Bryant] told his players when
to get up, when to eat, when to sleep, when to go to class, when to go to study hall, how
much to weigh, how fast to run the annual mile, what to do during the summer,how to
114

wear their hair, how to dress, how long they could stay out at night,

Even well into

the seventies, a player could not marry without first asking Bryant. Bryant, like Vaught,
initially did not want his players to marry but was more lenient as years passed. One
reason was the belief that a husband was less likely to find trouble when he was not at
practice than a single man. Bryant wanted his players to represent their school and
families well by always wearing coats and ties on road trips with clean cut hair. In the
1970s, Bryant submitted to the growing fashion oflonger hair, so long as it did not touch
the collar. Such a small change to the rules while still maintaining respect and discipline
was an example of Bryant’s ability to adapt well with the changing times in his coaching
career.115
As the years passed during the 1970s, Bryant gave more and more responsibilities
to his assistants. Bryant had learned over time to trust more and more the opinions and
ideas of his support staff. In his early years ofcoaching, he would tell them what to do
113
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without soliciting their ideas, but now it was different. As a consequence, Bryant himself
switched from the role of the hands-on active coach who led with fear, to the role ofone
who was more of a grandfatherly figure who still had little patience for mistakes or lack
of effort. His assistants by now knew how Bryant wanted fundamentals and tactics to be
taught to players, so the head coach instead offocusing on this in staff meetings as he did
in the sixties, focused more on game plans and strategies. Bryant’s job consisted mostly
of supervising the coaches, letting them handle coaching on the field unless Bryant,
having seen something from his tower at practice that he did not like felt the need to
come down and fix it personally. This usually meant someone on the team was in for a
not-so-kind verbal correction from the boss himself. While this change in roles did create
a different type of head coach, it did not stop the Bear still working eighteen hour days
116

during the season even in his sixties.

In order for a college football coach to run a successful program that allows him
to keep his job for an extended period oftime, he needs quality assistants by his side.
Vaught and Bryant surroimded themselves with excellent staffs, which was another
reason for their longevity in the coaching business. Vaught gave his assistants a great
deal of freedom to express their opinions when it came to game planning, strategies, and
recruiting. It is doubtful that Vaught would have had such faith in his subordinates if he
did not think he had an exceptional group ofindividuals that he could trust and were
committed to the program. Trust and devotion certainly were not lacking in this group,
117

especially when all but one played at Ole Miss.
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Vaught’s first staff at Ole Miss in 1947 was filled with great former players and
excellent coaching minds. One of these was James “Buster” Poole, a relative ofthe 1947
All-American receiver Barney Poole. Buster, a former All-Pro for the New York Giants
was hired to coach ends and was eventually promoted to defensive line coach in 1951.
Frank “Bruiser” Kinard, an All-American at Ole Miss in the 1930s who had a solid career
in the professional ranks coached the offensive line. Mike Brumbelow was whisked away
from his store in Texas by Vaught to be a part-time assistant for him as the team’s head
scout. Supposedly Brumbelow was such a fine scout that according to one team manager,
>)118

he “could tell Vaught how many knots a player had in his shoelaces.

Vaught rehired

John Hovious, another former star at Ole Miss under head coach Harry Mehre,to coach
defensive backs after Hovious served as an assistant imder Red Drew in 1946. Another
prominent member ofthe staff was Wobble Davidson. Like many of Vaught’s senior
staff members, Davidson had served in the military in World War II with the Marine
Corps. An intense and greatly feared individual charged with coaching the freshmen
squad, Davidson also lived with the players in the freshmen dorm. Controlling nearly
every part of their lives in that first year, Davidson had an extreme beliefin discipline
and ran off any freshmen who were not totally devoted to Ole Miss Football. Johnny
Cain, the only senior assistant that did not play at Ole Miss, a former All-American at
Alabama, and he was hired to coach the offensive backfield. Perhaps the most significant
hire that Vaught made in his coaching career was that ofThomas Swayze. A former end
at Ole Miss, Swayze also coached the Rebel baseball team, but more importantly for
Vaught, Swayze served as the team’s fulltime recruiter, the first ofits kind in the SEC.
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With Swayze at the helm. Ole Miss would eventually dominate the football recruiting
119

scene in Mississippi.

Even when a coach is surrounded by an excellent staff, even one that is filled with
coaches who were now employed by their alma mater, he must create an atmosphere that
encourages cooperation and teamwork among them so that they can field a winning team.
To do this Vaught chose to create a family atmosphere within his coaching staff.“We
120

were all very close,” said Vaught in his autobiography. Rebel Coach,

The fact that all

of the coaches consistently got along and that many ofthem had a personal connection
with the university they worked for resulted in Vaught having little issues with staff
turnover. It also did not hurt that Vaught paid them well, and Ole Miss nearly every year
went to a bowl, which meant a bonus for all assistants. All ofthese factors created such
incredible staff stability that only on two occasions did a full-time assistant leave Ole
Miss during Vaught’s 24 seasons in Oxford. There is no doubt that such a strong and
unchanging staff helped Vaught achieve success and longevity in his coaching career at
121

Ole Miss.

Bear Bryant also surrounded himself with exceptional assistants, and evidence for
this is easy to find. One coach no matter how involved in every aspect ofthe program,
cannot turn four programs from losers into winners all on his own. Unlike Vaught,since
Bryant was head coach at four different programs, he did not have the luxury ofalways
finding coaches that were always former players. Bryant, nonetheless, had assistants that
worked well together and like Bryant, worked hard. In Bryant’s earlier years ofcoaching.
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when he was more in the habit of making sure things were done his way and trying to be
at all places at all times, the head coach expected his assistants to be just as devoted to
their jobs. At Kentucky, his assistants usually did not get to go home imtil one or two in
»122

the morning. “I was so intense and my coaches were the same,or ashamed not to be.
Bryant later abandoned this practice in favor oftrying to keep coaches healthier. At
Alabama, he even wanted his coaches to take naps between practices during two-a-days
to keep them well rested. Despite the extraordinary demands placed on his assistants, at
least into the 1970s Bryant never had to fire a coach for not performing. The one time he
did fire an assistant arose from the man’s inability to get control of his drinking habits. In
time, Bryant would learn to build his staff with coaches of all types ofpersonalities and
strengths. He learned that it was best to not have coaches that werejust like him but
instead were their own men who brought their own talents, skills, and personalities to the
table to help the team succeed. Bryant valued both coaches that could teach on the field
and those that were better at X’s and O’s on the blackboard, and sometimes he found
ones that could do both. Having a range ofpersonalities also makes it more likely that a
player will find a coach (es) with whom he can learn best from.Unlike Vaught, Bryant
never got close with his assistants, beyond those who were with him for many years.
Getting too close to particular coaches, in Bryant’s mind,left open the possibility for
123

jealousy among the ranks and Bryant did not want dissent on his staff
From the beginning to the end of his head coaching career, Bryant knew how to
create a fine corps of assistants. Bryant himself had been a part ofone as an assistant at
Alabama under Frank Thomas from 1936-1940, and this environment helped him find the
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right people for his first job at Maryland. After turning the program around in one season.
Bryant carried that success to Kentucky and Texas A&M.By the time he arrived at
Alabama, Bryant was a master at finding the right assistants who were willing to work for
him, a man known for turning losing programs into consistent winners. Bryant had
exceptional assistants during his time at Tuscaloosa, starting with his first year there.
Bryant chose Red Drew,the former head Ole Miss coach before Vaught and former end
coach to Bryant in his playing days at Bama,to be a scout. Gene Stallings, who played
for Bryant at Texas A&M and would lead Alabama as head coach to the national title in
1992, was hired as one of the graduate assistants. Carney Laslie a senior at Alabama
when Bryant was a freshman, was an obvious choice since he had been with Bryant,
minus a five-year stint at West Point under Earl Blaik since North Carolina Pre-Flight
School during World War II. In all, Bryant had eighteen assistants that first year. Not
only did Bryant pick certain coaches because oftheir knowledge ofa particular facet of
the game, but also he knew they would be loyal and dedicated to the program. Eighteen
assistants was certainly much larger than most coaching staffs and Bryant would
sometimes get jibes from his fellow head coaches for it, including his good fiiend John
McKay at Southern Cal. But in response to him,Bryant wittingly said in his
124

autobiography,“He’s smarter than I am,so he should have to make do with less.
Despite the size ofsuch a staff, and despite the fact that coaches would come and go
during his many years at Alabama,no one who ever coached for Bryant had any doubts
as to who was ultimately in charge. And with all ofthese coaches, Bryant built a dynasty
125

at Alabama, one ofthe greatest in college football history.
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The lifeblood of any prominent college football program is successful recruiting.
Good recruiting provides a constant supply of players to keep a winning program
winning and helps a coach keep his job. Both Vaught and Bryant mastered the necessity
of recruiting in different ways. For Vaught at Ole Miss, recruiting was something he
preferred to delegate almost entirely to his assistants. When he first started at Ole Miss,
he wanted to establish a strong hold on recruits in Mississippi, and to do that he garnered
commitments from six individuals in different parts ofthe state to help find the best from
the state for his program. These would assist Vaught’s full-time recruiter, Tom Swayze,
who would soon dominate the football recruiting scene in Mississippi. Swayze and his
staff also instituted a new system of finding and securing recruits than what had been
used in previous years. Usually, Ole Miss received recommendations fix)m alumni and
nearly always the athlete was signed. The new system gave the coaches the final say,
though alumni recommendations continued to be an important part of Ole Miss
recruiting. In addition to this. Ole Miss began to offer four or five-year scholarships to its
recruits(depending on the required length of years in school for their degrees), something
that was not done in most ofthe SEC at this time. Usually, scholarships were given out
126

one year at a time.

Vaught liked to have speed on his football teams at Ole Miss,so that is what
Swayze sought. Usually players Ole Miss took from high schools were halfbacks,
quarterbacks, or fullbacks because they were the fastest and most athletic members on
their teams. Then when Vaught and his staff got them they made them oftentimes into
lethally quick linemen. A few years into his tenure at Ole Miss, Swayze, at Vaught’s
request began to look not just for speed but also size. Vaught actually did not want any
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linemen recruited that were less than 6’ 3” and he also wanted taller quarterbacks. Vaught
also made sure that Swayze not only found good athletic traits in their recruits but also
signs of worthy character. Vaught believed that a lot oftheir success during his time at
Ole Miss was due to their ability to find players who could lead and were winners. Such a
combination of speed, size, and strong character paid offfor the Rebels, bringing many
wins to the program, most noticeably in the late fifties and early sixties. Between 1959
and 1963, Ole Miss never ended the season ranked outside the Top Ten. They won the
conference title three times and the national title in 1960 when they were chosen as No. 1
and received the Football Writers’ Grantland Rice Award. The 1959 team was named the
Associated Press “Team ofthe Decade,” and nine Rebels received All-American honors
between ’59 and ’63. The roster ofthe 1960 Sugar Bowl team said it all as far as how
well Swayze and his staff had done in recruiting the state’s best; 33 ofthe 39 Ole Miss
players that comprised the “Team of the Decade” came from the Magnolia State. In 1960
after such a dominating year some worried that it would be hard to replace the great
players that graduated from that stellar team, such as All-Americans Marvin Terrell
(guard) and Charlie Flowers (fullback). But all one article headline said in the September
rd

13, 1960 issue ofthe Birmingham News was “Reb problem: Who’ll play on the 3
,»127

team?

Ole Miss had clearly come to dominate the football recruiting scene in

Mississippi. And it came as no surprise that many Mississippians were a part ofthese
powerhouse Ole Miss teams. Scouts traveled fi-om long distances to Mississippi to recruit
athletes on its high school gridirons. Mississippi, in many experts’ opinions, had high
caliber prep football similar to that found in Texas and Pennsylvania. As the years
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passed, the consistent success of the program made it easier and easier for Swayze to
keep in-state recruits in-state. Plus it certainly did not hurt that Ole Miss was receiving
national attention, not just in the polls, but on television. Through the 1970 season. Ole
128

Miss would be seen on television 29 times.

While Swayze and his staff of recruiters performed the bulk ofthe work in finding
the next Ole Miss football players, Vaught himself also helped in the process at times.
Vaught was usually used as the “closer” who would visit a prospect and lock in a
commitment. Vaught more times than not did this for potential offensive weapons. On
one occasion just before Christmas in 1949, while hunting in Philadelphia, Mississippi,
he received a call from the father of a fullback recruit fi'om Brookhaven. The father told
him that his boy, who was also sought after by Tulane, was ready to sign with Ole Miss.
Vaught immediately drove down to Brookhaven, sat in at the boy’s community
Christmas cantata at the local First Baptist Church, and signed him. That boy, Harol
Lofton, would eventually be the Rebels’ fullback on their 1952 undefeated squad.
Another Ole Miss great almost went to the other major university ofthe state before
Vaught, Swayze and Coach Kinard paid a personal visit. Bobby Franklin had already
committed to State, but the trio visited the young man in class in Tunica just before
signing day. According to Franklin, Vaught said to him,“What in the world are you
„129

doing?

Franklin quickly changed his mind after that. Playing quarterback for the
130

Rebels, he would go on to lead Ole Miss to the 1960 Sugar Bowl title.
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Bryant’s experiences with recruiting were vastly different from Vaught’s. Unlike
Vaught, Bryant was personally involved in recruiting wherever he coached until his age
and his body no longer allowed it. Recruiting came natural for Bryant. At its core, he
knew that recruiting was all about just continuously seeing an individual over and over
until he was won over. Bryant knew that convincing the mother ofa recruit that her son
would be best served going to his school was half the battle as well. Like Vaught,Bryant
wanted players who were bred to succeed, who were winners, and would work hard to
achieve that success. Bryant was one ofthe greatest ever at finding such athletes. Bryant
along with any assistants he had did whatever was necessary to get a recruit ifthey
wanted him bad enough, even at times reverting to what are seen today as illegal means.
During much of Bryant’s and nearly all of Vaught’s coaching years, recruiting methods
were not nearly as regulated and monitored as they are today. Unethical methods were
used by nearly all schools(most likely including Ole Miss)to reel in prospects. One such
method used before World War II was “raiding.” A school’s coaches would come onto
another campus, find a prospect that was already at his chosen school having not yet
signed, and convince him to go with them. With enough coaxing the coaches could make
the prospect change his mind just like that. Bryant admitted that when he coached as an
assistant at Alabama before the war they would sometimes take a few recruits on fishing
131

or hunting trips for long periods oftime to keep other schools from talking to them.
Despite these illegal methods that Bryant and his fellow coaches resorted to at
times in their careers, one cannot argue with the fact that Bryant was extremely diligent,
as with everything else he did in football when he recruited. On one occasion, while still
an assistant at Alabama, he drove all day and night to a military academy in West
131
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Virginia to try and convince a boy to come play for the Crimson Tide. When Bryant
arrived at the school however, the boy was not there but at his home in another city. By 6
P.M. Bryant had reached the boy at his house and convinced him to come to Alabama. To
make sure they would not lose him, he also took the boy with him back to Tuscaloosa
that night. Bryant fought the urge to fall asleep at the wheel by screaming,rolling down
the window to let cold air in, and pinching his legs. By 9 A.M.the recruit was all set up at
Alabama. Too bad the boy never turned into a star for Bama. Regardless ofthis fact, this
132

is one of many stories which exemplify Bryant’s love for recruiting.
Bryant did not become well-known as an exceptional recruiter until he took the
job as Red Sanders’s number one assistant at Vanderbilt in 1940 after four years as an
assistant at Alabama. Before coming to Nashville, Bryant had already made a name for
himself because of his aggressive style ofrecruiting, butjust how quickly his recruiting
could affect a program was not answered until he worked for Sanders. The results of
Bryant’s recruiting efforts actually did not take long to appear. In 1939 and 1940
(Bryant’s first season at Vanderbilt), the Commodores went a measly 2-7-1 and 3-6-1
respectively. In 1941, Vanderbilt had a much-improved record of8-2, much to the credit
of Bryant’s recruiting. Such a quick turnaround was a sign ofthings to come for any
133

struggling program that was lucky enough to hire Bryant.

After World War II college football entered a new era ofrecmiting and Bryant
stood at the forefront. At Kentucky he would send his assistants to see hundreds of
prospects in high school games. He wanted to scour as many high schools as possible to
find the best ofthe best. They would camp outside the homes ofsome ofthe best recmits.
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Interested prospects were brought to campus and treated like stars, sometimes also
receiving under-the-table monetary benefits from wealthy boosters. Again the recruiting
atmosphere was one with little regulation and Bryant was not above doing what anyone
else would to find talent. This illegal practice, however, was likely not done for most of
those that Bryant pursued. He knew that more times than not, those recruits that received
money from boosters did not always give their all, something Bryant had no patience
134

for.

At Texas A&M Bryant continued to allow boosters to pay some of his recruits if
it was comparable to what the competitors were offering. Soon, however,Bryant would
come to regret this. In 1955 after Bryant’s first season Texas A&M was put on two years
probation for recruiting violations following a 1-9 record in 1954. Part ofthe probation
kept any Texas A&M athletic teams from participating in any postseason play. This kept
Bryant’s 1956 Aggies, though undefeated with a 9-0-1 record and the Southwest
Conference champions from going to the Cotton Bowl. Even though Bryant and his
program were caught red-handed in this instance, the fact remains that a program with
only one win in football the year the probation was handed down was found guilty when
so many other coaches, within the SWC especially, were also participating in illegal
recruiting actions. Many believe that these accusations made by coaches within the
conference were prompted by Bryant’s unexpected success at getting good recruits to
come to Texas A&M,an all-male military academy that had achieved little success

m

football since the Second World War. According to Houston Post writer Mickey
Herskowitz,“The very fact ofPaul Bryant’s presence in the Southwest Conference was
upsetting a lot ofthe other coaches. The good old boy understandings, the gentleman’s
134
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agreements were all gone. With Paul Bryant in the conference, there would be no more
,135

getting up at eight o’clock and playing a leisurely round of golf before going to work.’
After this, Bryant told his boosters at Texas A&M that if he ever suspected a player on
136

his team of getting paid he would not play them.
At Alabama Bryant’s amazing recruiting skills worked their magic again, turning
another losing program around with exceptional talented and hard-working athletes.
Because of Bryant, one ofthe greatest players in college football history, Joe Namath,
came to Tuscaloosa. The future All-Pro, however, did not come to Alabama because ofa
personal visit from the Bear himself This was one ofthose instances where Bryant’s
influence on recruiting was seen in a hard-working Alabama assistant, former Kentucky
Wildcat Howard Schnellenberger. Namath had just been ruled academically ineligible in
late summer 1961 to play at Maryland, with whom he had signed. When Bryant sent
Schnellenberger to western Pennsylvania to get Namath,the assistant did not think he
would be gone more than a few days. It actually took over a week to fight offother
schools hoping to sign the quarterback and convince him to fly down to Alabama for an
official visit. Before they got on the plane Schnellenberger had already run out of money,
so he wrote a bum check for the tickets rather than risk losing Namath by waiting for
wired money from Tuscaloosa. “Like the Marines, Bryant men were taught to improvise.
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adapt, overcome!

When fog at the Birmingham airport prevented Schnellenberger and

his prize recruit from landing there, they had to stop in Atlanta and buy a room in a hotel
for a night. Again, the assistant wrote a bum check for this. The next day,
Schnellenberger, smelling like sweat and cigarettes and attired in wrinkled clothing, and
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Namath went to the airport to fly into Birmingham. Here,the assistant iSnally had a
stroke of luck: He did not have to pay for Namath’s breakfast because the future star only
wanted coffee, which is about all Schnellenberger could pay for with only fifteen cents in
his pocket. They arrived soon thereafter in Tuscaloosa as Alabama’s two-a-days were
going on. Schnellenberger left Bryant to talk with Namath,and the rest is history. Such a
story is one instance of the hard work that Bryant’s assistants put into recruiting. In the
future, as he aged, Bryant would come to rely more heavily on his assistants to recruit for
Alabama. With assistants like Schnellenberger, he obviously felt at ease delegating this
138

important responsibility.

One thing that helped Bryant and his program tremendously as it probably did
Vaught and Ole Miss as well, was television appearances. In 1960,the year before
Namath was signed, Alabama won a nationally-televised game over Georgia and their
star quarterback Fran Tarkenton by a final score of 17-3 on September 17. The broadcast
of the game on ABC was produced by 29 year-old Roone Arledge, future creator of
Monday Night Football and a pioneer in the televising ofcollege football games. Arledge
picked this game because it had a good story behind it. Alabama was trying to avenge
their season-opening loss to Georgia from a year ago, and he knew that all ofthe
southeast would be watching the broadcast. To bring a larger audience from other parts of
the country he produced a broadcast that emphasized this storyline and made it into a sort
of live drama that would set the standard for future broadcasts. Television would not only
document the game but bring it to the audience as entertainment. This particular
broadcast along with the boom of national television in the early 1960s, led the way for
future broadcasts that also inherently focused on the big players in the “drama” like the
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great coaches. In the 1960s because ofthis new type oftelevision exposure Bryant
became the biggest celebrity in the newly-created ranks ofcelebrity head coaches,
including the likes of Woody Hayes at Ohio State, Darrell Royal at Texas, and Ara
Parseghian at Notre Dame. Such exposure was a huge advantage for recruiting at
Alabama, especially considering the fact that ABC always had at least one nationally139

televised Alabama game every year.

The early to mid sixties were good to Alabama, which earned three national titles
between 1960 and 1965. However,the late sixties found the Tide less-than-spectacular,
part of which was due to the Alabama’s slow process in adjusting to the two-platoon
game but also due to insufficient recruiting. Rival teams had done well convincing
recruits that they did not want to play for Bryant because they would not get as much
playing time with all of the great athletes on Bama’s squad. When the Alabama staff
brought in more recruits from outside ofthe state and region, they foimd that some would
quit when things got tough because football at Alabama meant less to them than a local
boy. Bryant himself acknowledged a lack offocus on his part in recruiting when honors
and television appearances came in droves because oftheir success earlier in the decade.
By the early 1970s Bryant would have larger men to help him compete in the two-platoon
game that had taken over college football. The addition ofthe wishbone offense in 1971,
however, brought Alabama back on the college football map in the early 1970s, and that
140

in turn made recruitment much more fruitful for Bryant and his assistants.
In the enormously-successful seventies Alabama was equally impressive on the
recruiting scene. Bryant continued to pursue athletes that not only brought great talent to
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the field but also great character, people with good backgrounds, values and work ethics.
As the decade progressed he left the major aspects ofrecruiting up to his assistants,
having lost the love for the grind that he once had. Bryant’s status as a coaching legend,
growing exponentially year-after-year, was oftentimes enough to reel in prospects.
“Players signed with Georgia to play for Georgia, but they signed with Alabama to play
».141

for Bear Bryant,

In the 1970s, Alabama wound up having little problem finding

enough athletes. One of Bryant’s strengths in this decade was that he could field three
complete and capable units a game, around 70-80 players. When first-team players
eventually graduated, the second and third-teams had already had game-time experience
so there was little drop-off. Even with NCAA nation-wide scholarship restrictions in
1976 which would come to change the game, Alabama could still show up with its same
astounding depth to each game. By 1981, the year of his last SEC title and one year
before he retired, Bryant was barely involved in recruiting in any sense. At this late hour
in his career, he only greeted prospects that paid campus visits. The Zen master of
142

recruiting had left it entirely to his assistants.
Longevity in the college football coaching profession is contingent upon many
things. Of course, the most important is having a winning program. To achieve success
on the field and the result of a steady income, however,a coach needs a number ofthings
to support him. Vaught and Bryant knew how to impose their wills on their programs and
how to establish a firm hierarchy between them and their associates. Vaught adopted
earlier than Bryant the belief in allowing one’s coaches to handle their own delegated
responsibilities and then stepping in for final decisions. Bryant also used this method but
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not before spending his earlier years making sure things were done his way or no way at
all. Both surrounded themselves with exceptionally capable assistants to help them build
consistent and winning teams over decades of play. And both fully grasped the
importance of recruiting. Vaught, as usual, preferred to leave it to those better at it than
himself and Bryant, one of the all-time greats in the art ofrecruiting, showed his
assistants how it was done before fully relinquishing such a vital responsibility. Different
ways, but similar results: winning programs and extensive careers.
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Chapter 5
The Challenge of Integration
All of the challenges ofcoaching college football that have been thus far
discussed are issues and obstacles that nearly every coach ofthe game must face. But
Bear Bryant and John Vaught also faced another test in their coaching careers, the issue
of integration in the American South. Bryant and Vaught were not the only coaches to
face such an issue at the time it gripped the political and cultural landscape ofthe
southern region. Few, however, had to deal with this event on the scale they did. In the
end, both came out in one piece. Both ended with phenomenal records and a legendary
status in their respective schools and states. One, however, accepted and embraced the
change and helped lead many others into a new age in Southern college football, while
the other was slow to adjust.
During the fifties and much ofthe sixties, the Southeastern Conference was unlike
most of the country’s other major conferences. Even with the integration ofthe major
universities after constant pressure from the federal government, many ofthe legislatures
in the former Confederate states forbid athletic events that called for blacks and whites to
play together. In addition, some ofthem like Mississippi and Alabama forbid their
schools from playing Northern integrated teams. In the fifties and sixties, Vaught’s teams
only played all-white teams in the many bowls they were invited to. The University of
Kentucky integrated its student body in 1948, six years before the Supreme Court
decision. Brown v. Board ofEducation overturned the “separate but equal” doctrine in
segregated education systems. Recruiting black athletes to Kentucky, however, was
another thing entirely. “The schools ofthe Southeastern Conference had a gentleman’s
agreement forbidding the recruitment of black athletes well into the late 1960s, and even
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as segregated lunch counters and schools began to disappear, the all-white teams ofthe
>)I43

SEC represented yet another fist shaken defiantly toward Washington,

Ifa school in

the SEC tried to recruit black athletes, it risked the loss offunds firom the governor of
their state who in turn was trying to please his own constituents. Trying to recruit black
players also put a school at risk of expulsion from the conference entirely, which at this
time would certainly have meant death to a university’s overall athletic program. In 1964,
after years of struggle, civil rights advocates were rewarded with the Civil Rights Act. It
was not until 1966 that Kentucky signed a black football player, the first in the
conference, Nat Northington, and then Kentucky fielded the conference’s first integrated
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football team in 1967, nearly two decades after integrating its campus.
John Vaught will always find his name on any list ofthe greatest coaches in
college football history. His overall record and his championships stand as a testimony to
this. But despite all that he accomplished for the University of Mississippi during his
remarkable career as its head coach, he failed the school miserably in one aspect: the
integration, or lack there-of, ofthe football team while he coached. According to former
player and former chancellor of Ole Miss Robert Khayat, Vaught, when compared to the
nation’s other head college coaches at the time, was consistently in the top three “[w]hen
»»145

it was a white man’s game.

The former player, like so many others, always admired

and respected Vaught both during and after his coaching career. He also alluded to the
fact that it is very difficult to place oneselfin another time period with a completely
different society and culture and, without any personal qualms, criticize the iniquities of
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those who lived in it. Khayat, however, still believes like others that Vaught and his
staffs lack of initiative in using black athletes was a huge failure on their part. Despite
the fact that the Mississippi legislature legally prevented the fielding ofintegrated squads,
in 1959, the year of Ole Miss’s “Team ofthe Decade,” Vaught was arguably
Mississippi’s number one citizen and essentially held supreme power. That year and the
following years that witnessed some ofthe greatest seasons in Ole Miss Football history,
Vaught could have made a huge impact on the issue ofsegregation at the university and
the conference as a whole. Yet Vaught chose to go with the norm in the conference and
146

let things stay as they were.

It is very likely that what transpired at the University of Mississippi when it was
forced to integrate its student body in 1962 affected Vaught’s decision concerning the use
of black athletes. On September 10^^ ofthat year. Justice Hugo Black ordered the
university to allow black students to enroll. When James Meredith, eventually the
school’s first African-American student, tried to enroll ten days later, he was denied
personally by Mississippi’s governor Ross Barnett on campus. Later that month on
September 29^’’ at Mississippi Memorial Stadium, site ofthe football team s game against
Kentucky, Ross Barnett met cheers fi-om 41,000 supporters. The governor had been a
source of ridicule for the state’s citizens before taking a stand against the federal
government’s actions. Barnett had actually made a deal hours before the game with U.S.
Attorney General Robert F. Kennedy to allow Meredith to

enroll, but the fi*enzied

emotion ofthe game’s adoring crowd with their waving confederate flags persuaded him
to change his mind. At this time in Ole Miss histoiy, the current all-white system, though
doomed to fall in the near future, seemed to be working just fine in its constituents
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minds. A co-ed from the university had won back-to-back Miss America titles in 1959
and 1960, more students attend the university than ever before, and the Rebel football
squad had been to five straight bowls and achieved a record of27-2-1 in the past three
seasons. Confederate flags waved throughout the Ole Miss stands, as they had since
1948, the same year the first civil rights legislation was signed by President Harry S.
Truman. Also that same year the Ole Miss marching band began playing “Dixie,” and
when they marched onto the field they also carried with them an enormous Rebel flag. In
1962, all of these displays of Southern pride were as strong as ever. And while one
should not quickly mix team spirit or regional pride with a beliefin racial superiority, it
certainly helps to at least get a glimpse of what the environment was like when
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integration was forced onto the University of Mississippi.
On the afternoon of Sunday, September 30,1962 U.S. marshals and local
National Guardsmen gathered near the Lyceum,the university’s main administrative
building, in preparation for the enrollment of Meredith the next day. Early that day.
President John F. Kennedy had officially federalized the Mississippi National Guard and
started sending U.S. Army regulars to the southern region to help make safe the situation
ahead. The presence ofthe marshals and soldiers prompted himdreds ofstudents and

non-

students to gather in front ofthe building as well. Defiant chants like‘Two,four, six,
eight...hell, no, we won’t integrate” and “Two,one,four, three, we hate Kennedy! rang
out from the angry group. Soon this group would turn into a violent mob. After dark had
settled in, objects from the crowd began to rain down on their adversaries, starting with
more innocent things like rotten eggs. Eventually, however, more dangerous missiles fell
upon the marshals and soldiers, such as bricks from a local construction site and
147
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firebombs. A little after seven o’clock. Coach Vaught was reached by a campus security
official and asked to come out and see if he can help calm things down. Vaught visited
the area briefly, not recognizing many in the crowd, and then headed for the team’s
athletic dormitory. Miller Hall. A lot ofthe football players had chosen to stay in thenhome towns for the night after their game with Kentucky and were just arriving back on
campus when the violence was heating up. Most watched stunned and/or frightened as
the crowd grew more irate. Some decided to join in on the violence. Soon after Vaught
left for Miller Hall, tear gas was unleashed on the crowd by the desperate federal
marshals. By this time, one marshal’s helmet had been dented by a pipe, and burning acid
from the chemistry building had been thrown on another. Vaught tried to keep as many of
his players in Miller Hall as he could, with the help ofthe much-feared freshmen coach
Wobble Davidson. Later in the night, shots were heard from the crowd, perhaps some
from thugs who had driven from Louisiana, Alabama and Arkansas to join in on the riot.
Vaught is said to have told his players that night:“We have got to band together. We
have a purpose. We must keep our poise. We have to show the people ofthe United
States just what we are down here. We’re not a bunch ofradicals. The only way is
through our football.
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A little after midnight, the U.S. Army regulars arrived to rescue

and assist the marshals and National Guardsmen. By that time,the force was nearly out
oftear gas and 160 ofthem were wounded,including 28 by gunfire. The force, over ten
thousand, eventually pushed the mob offthe campus by 5:00 A.M.In all, 300 people had
been hurt in the night’s violence and two, a French reporter and a localjukebox
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repairman, lay dead from gunfire.
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The following week, Vaught and his team began to prepare for their upcoming
October 6**^ Homecoming game with Houston. In the aftermath ofthe weekend’s events,
however, there was great and intense debate over whether the football season and the
university itself would go on. Some politicians and citizens wanted Governor Barnett to
shut down the university in defiance against the federal government. Ifthis were to
happen, however. Ole Miss’s undefeated football team would also have to stop playing.
And if the university did stay open, should the game still be played on campus in light of
the recent violence? Attorney General Robert F. Kennedy actually phoned Vaught
personally after the riot to encourage him to help the campus stay calm. He knew
Vaught’s influence in the state and the school. With this encouragement to boost him,
Vaught fought extremely hard to keep the game as scheduled, believing that football
would help to settle down the angry masses. Luckily for the university, the game was not
cancelled. However,the Defense Department ofthe United States did order the game to
be moved to the state capital of Jackson because, throughout the week,security had had
to deal with minor incidents in response to the continued presence ofthousands offederal
troops all over campus. Over 250 arrests were made the week after the riot, but only a
few resulted in criminal charges as Meredith attended his first week ofclasses with armed
marshals escorting him everywhere. Practice for Vaught’s Rebels had to be moved to the
stadium because U.S. Army troops and their tents were all over the practice fields, which
also were being used for helicopter landings. Despite all ofthese distractions, Vaught and
his staff prepared the team well for their important matchup with Houston, who had a
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record of 2-0 coming into the game.
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Before the team took the field at Mississippi Memorial Stadium that Saturday,
Vaught made an inspiring speech to his players. This was a rarity because Vaught,like
Bear Bryant, was not one to give pre-game speeches to pump up his team. But this was a
special game with potentially immense consequences tied to it depending on the outcome
which could either help or hurt the current situation back on campus. Vaught told his
»15I

players, “It is very important that we play this game,boys, and we have to win it.

The

team responded with a roar that left Vaught with chill bumps as they ran out ofthe
dressing room and on to a 40-7 thrashing ofHouston. In the midst ofall that had gone on
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that week, Vaught believed his boys had matured into men that game.
When the game with LSU arrived on the Ole Miss schedule, the Rebels were
undefeated but were not given as much respect among the best in the nation, droppmg as
low as No. 7 in the polls. Some thought this was a result ofthe events ofthe night of
September 30-October 1. Others contributed it to Ole Miss’s weak schedule combined
with some less-than-amazing performances. Whatever the reason. Ole Miss and its fans
knew that a win over LSU would get them back into the running for a national title. The
week of the game tensions were high, as they normally were in preparation for LSU,but
this was especially so considering the fact that the Bengal Tigers had ruined perfect
seasons for Ole Miss in the past three seasons. In preparation for the game in Baton
Rouge, Vaught made practices closed to the public and worked on secret plays. Incidents
against troops on campus and James Meredith himselfcontinued as they had throughout
the yeeir. Cherry bombs were projected at soldiers stationed to protect Baxter Hall
(Meredith’s dormitory) and a Coke bottle was thrown at the back window of a vehicle
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carrying Meredith, causing glass to cut an escorting marshal’s face. These and other
incidents caused the troops to raid the dormitory halls with fixed bayonets, finding in
their search two guns, a machete, a tear gas grenade and a hoard offireworks. In response
the school’s chancellor J.D. Williams issued an edict that stated that expulsion would be
the consequence to any further behavioral problems. Despite these incidents, there was a
sign of good behavior during this tension-filled week. After the pep-rally for the game
(which had been postponed due to the rash ofclashes between troops, marshals, and
students), around 200 students all raced to Miller Hall two blocks from the site ofthe
event. They had to run pass Baxter Hall, where troops were still stationed, to get there,
but they ran by without an incident and then proceeded to cheer for thirty minutes in front
153

of the football team’s dormitory.

On November 3, No.6 Ole Miss went on to beat No.4 LSU 15-7 in more
dominating fashion than the score indicated. The winning touchdown was set up by a
halfback pass trick play, the first in four years at Ole Miss. Despite the astounding win
over a Top 5 team in their own stadium, which Ole Miss was sure would shoot them to
No.1, the Rebels only climbed to No.4 in the next week’s poll. Ole Miss eventually
climbed to No. 3 with unbeaten Alabama and Southern Cal ahead ofthem. Two weeks
after beating LSU, Ole Miss barely defeated a weak Tennessee team, and Alabama was
upset by Georgia Tech, pushing Ole Miss to No.2 behind Southern Cal. The next week.
No.3 Wisconsin went ahead of Ole Miss, who was on a bye week, after beating No.5
Minnesota. The weak schedule hurt Vaught again. Ole Miss needed to destroy their next
opponent, Mississippi State, and have Southern Cal lose to a much weaker Notre Dame
team for them to have a chance to compete for the national title. Unfortunately, neither
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happened. Ole Miss did beat State, but only 13-6, and Southern Cal defeated Notre
Dame, which meant the national title that year would be between the Trojans and
Wisconsin in the Rose Bowl. A week after this disappointment,in early December,“[a]
154

forced tolerance [had] settled over the campus” at Ole Miss,

The perfect season,imtied

and undefeated, the first in the history of Ole Miss Football, was a remarkable
accomplishment for Vaught and his team. They received a bid to the Sugar Bowl to play
Arkansas and were actually favored to lose, but Vaught led them to an upset victory by
the final of 17-13. Though it is not found in any ofthe local newspapers. Ole Miss was
also given the national title by an obscure poll called the Litkenhous Ratings. The only
unbeaten and untied Ole Miss football team is also recognized for this national title on a
sign in Vaught-Hemingway Stadium to this day. The only other public monument to this
team was created by the players themselves and unveiled over three and a half decades
later. This is the Walk of Champions, an archway that enters the Grove on the Ole Miss
campus and also displays all the names ofthe players on that ’62 team, a team that w'as
special for more than just its record. This team, under the guidance oftheir head coach
and his staff, also played a huge part in keeping the school open as it won week after
155

week and this amidst all the turmoil on campus.
Some who study this era in Ole Miss football may believe that, after the
tumultuous but successful season of’62, Vaught could have made a strong attempt to
recruit black athletes if he felt it would make his team better. Certainly he would have
received loads of criticism for it but, again, he was extremely influential on campus and
in the state at this time and in the eyes ofsome could have simply done it. Ifthe campus
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riot itself was not convincing enough,there are reasons to believe that such an attempt
would have been much more difficult than one might think in hindsight. Number One,if
Vaught would have attempted to recmit black football players, he would have been the
first in the SEC to actually attempt to field an integrated football team. Again, Kentucky
did not sign the first black football player in the SEC until 1966, as mentioned earlier.
Bear Bryant, at least as early as the fifties, suggested to the school’s president and
administration the idea of trying to recruit black athletes while he coached at Kentucky,
but he met stem resistance and gave up the idea for the time being. Vaught also ran the
risk of being booted from the conference by the higher-ups in the league. In addition,
Vaught also may have had to deal with Governor Barnett. Barnett certainly enjoyed the
newfound adoration he received fi*om his stance against the federal government which
garnered him more gameday applause in Jackson at the Houston game when he took his
seat. And it would seem unlikely that Barnett would be afi*aid to stand against the state’s
most popular coach when he had the gall to defy the Kennedy brothers. Even after Ross
Barnett left office in 1964, it is likely that the memory ofthe night ofSeptember 30, 1962
influenced Vaught enough to keep him firom seriously recruiting black athletes. It would
seem likely that Vaught at least saw the necessity in recruiting Afiican-Americans before
he retired. He certainly had to have gotten the hint when his Rebels were upset by
Houston on November 6, 1965. The Cougars’ black halfback Warren McVea (a.k.a.
Wondrous Warren), the first African-American to play against Ole Miss, caught two
touchdowns passes of80 and 84 yards to defeat the Red and Blue 17-3. The school itself
seemed also to be moving towards progress when a crowd of5,000 welcomed with a
standing ovation Robert F. Kennedy on March 18,1966 when he came to give a speech.
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So many had wanted to see him that the site ofthe speech had to be moved to the
basketball arena. Even with these events in mind, one also has to take into account that it
would be extremely hard to recruit African-Americans to a school that was known all
over the country for a violent riot on its campus that killed two people and because ofthe
enrollment of one black student. And the Mississippi public school system was not even
integrated until 1970, Vaught’s last season. To be fair, there is one account, Vaught’s
own autobiography, which seems to suggest he may have been at least attempting to find
black athletes for his team late in his career. Vaught states that in 1970 one ofthe best
black quarterbacks in the nation was invited to come to Ole Miss for a visit, but instead
chose to sign a grant-in-aid with Mississippi State. That same year, however, the Ole
Miss athletic program did sign its first Afiican-American athlete, Coolidge Ball, a future
All-SEC selection, to a basketball scholarship. The first black football players for Ole
Miss, James Reed and Ben Williams, would not be signed until 1972. Vaught would later
coach an integrated Ole Miss team when he returned fi'om retirement to finish the 1973
season after the firing of Billy Kinard. After that season, Vaught would serve as athletic
director and help Ole Miss into a new age offootball with integrated teams. Despite what
he may have done as A.D. at Ole Miss, however, his lack ofinitiative when he had the
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most power to make a difference cost the program in the future.
Since Vaught’s retirement following the 1970 season. Ole Miss has yet to regain
the glory it had achieved under him. It did not help the Rebels that, with the integration of
schools in the state, whites fled public schools in the seventies to create private schools.
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Such a great loss of funds and students hurt public high school football in the state as a
result. Today the University of Mississippi has as many black athletes as any other school
in the nation. It has taken much time and effort, however,to rebound jfrom their absence
in the sixties cuid early seventies when so many African-Americans helped improve the
157

programs of other southern schools.

Bear Bryant, unlike some of his fellow great coaches(including but not linuted to
Vaught), adapted to the trials of integration and came out on top. The road to this
extremely successful chapter in his career, however, was not easy. Having been raised in
a poor environment that also included African-Americans who were at the same social
economic level and some of whom were also close friends, Bryant said in his 1974
autobiography that it would be logical for him to not have problems with integration,

I

don’t say I agree with everything Martin Luther King said, but I saw the wisdom in most
»»158

of it.

Such a common personal history of poverty likely made it easier for Bryant than

most coaches to recruit black athletes because he could identify with them. Yet Bryant s
critics would argue that, even with this common background, Bryant did not have his first
159

African-American player signed until 1970, Vaught’s last full season at Ole Miss.
Before one can judge Bryant on his lack of moral fortitude in signing a black
athlete at any of his schools before the 1970s, one must again remember the
circumstances surrounding the league and the region (especially the state of Alabama)
during the time of segregation and also take into account the efforts ofBryant before
integration became such a large issue. Bryant, while at Kentucky in the late forties and
early fifties, did suggest to the administration and the president tliat the university should
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take the lead in the conference and recruit black players. Bryant in his autobiography
admitted openly to the fact that at least a great deal ofthe reason for doing this was not
because ofsome inner moral dilemma, but so he could get the best athletes on the market.
black or white. When he found only resistance, Bryant never opened up the issue to
debate again, preferring to only talk with close friends about it and not risk any further
160

trouble with the administration or the influential circle ofthe SEC.

When Bryant arrived at Alabama, he made more strides to at least bridge the gap
between all-white and integrated teams. Both Alabama and Auburn,like many schools in
the region, did not ever compete against integrated teams. Bryant, however, after only his
second season as head coach for the Crimson Tide, decided to break that trend when he
took his team to Philadelphia, Pennsylvania to play integrated Penn State in the Liberty
Bowl in 1959. Bryant was criticized by many at the imiversity, including one on the
board oftrustees who boycotted the game, but Bryant stood his ground. Alabama,coming
in with a 7-1-2 season record, lost the game 7-0. During the game,Bryant made sure that
his players gave their all but also treated any black player they lined up against with
respect and dignity. In the 1960s, Bryant continued to play integrated teams like
161

Oklahoma, Nebraska, Missouri and Colorado for bowl games.
Despite these attempts by Bryant that at least got his all-white Alabama teams on
the same field with integrated squads, he was fighting an uphill battle throughout the
1960s, even when he was wiiming nearly every game on the field. The state of Alabama
was at the center ofthe civil rights movement during this decade. Events within
Alabama’s borders that today still represent the worst in the time ofsegregation were
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witnessed by the nation. Radical proponents ofintegration, both in the government and
out of it, tried to maintain the status quo that legally set the white man above his black
counterpart through whatever means necessary. Eugene “Bull” Connor,the Birmingham
police chief, attacked civil rights demonstrators in the city in May 1963 with clubs, police
dogs and fire hoses. On March 7, 1965, also known as “Bloody Sunday,” peaceful
demonstrators marching from Selma to Montgomery to protest the death ofa black
teenager killed in a racial incident were brutally attacked by state troopers. The troopers
came at them with clubs, tear gas, electric cattle prods, short lengths of chain, and
barbed-wire-covered loops ofrubber hose. The event was captured on film and aired by
ABC that very night. On September 15, 1963,the Sixteenth Street Baptist Church in
Birmingham was bombed, killing three black little girls. It certainly did not help that that
the governor of the state, George C. Wallace, a powerful politician at this time, was a
staunch segregationist himself and was elected in 1962 after promoting a platform of
“Segregation Forever.” If this all were not enough, Bryant did not help his own case for
integrated football when his all-white teams won three national titles in the early 1960s,
prompting people to think, as they did during Vaught’s best years, that Alabama was
better off without black players. Though Bryant and his players did not get any
complaints over the school’s segregationist practices in athletics from within the South, it
did from outside it. When Alabama won the 1961 national title. President Kennedy
personally attended a Hall of Fame dinner in New York that honored the Bryant and his
team. The next year, Kennedy attended the Orange Bowl that Alabama won 17-0 over
Oklahoma and then proceeded to visit the Sooner dressing room afterwards and not do
the same for Alabama. It cannot be completely certain that this was a deliberate snub.
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Oklahoma head coach Bud Wilkinson was on the president’s physical fitness council. But
how else could one explain an important politician’s decision to not visit the winning
team’s locker room when he does visit the losing team’s? Some also contributed
Alabama’s inability to secure a fourth national title in the sixties in 1966 due to its racist
reputation. The AP and UPI writers decided to award the national title before the bowl
games and named 9-0-1 Notre Dame the champion, with Michigan State, also at 9-0-1,
receiving the No.2 spot. Alabama that year had been preseason No.l and was also
undefeated and untied.162
On June 11,1963, George Wallace made a futile attempt to stop the enrollment of
the University of Alabama’s first two black students, Vivian Malone and James Hood,by
standing at the door to Foster Auditorium on campus. The enrollment ofthe two students
had been ordered by the court and was carried out in spite of Wallace’s attempts. It was
also done so without riot. Perhaps no one at Alabama wanted to relive Ole Miss. Both for
the time before and after this momentous event at the university, Bryant has been
ridiculed for not using the influence and power that he certainly possessed in the state to
push for blacks on the football field. Once again, however, Bryant would have had to face
numerous enemies in the state if he had really made the attempt. More so than Vaught, he
had a potential enemy in a very influential and powerful governor, George Wallace.“No
one doubled that George Wallace was vindictive enough to use his power to hurt anyone
who got in his way. In the first legislative session after becoming governor, Wallace
»163

canceled millions of dollars in road construction projects in his opponents’ districts.
There was also little doubt that Bryant would not be safe from the governor’s wrath
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should he try to challenge him. Criticism should also be reconsidered in Bryant’s case
because the man did do much both in the limelight and behind the scenes. Not only did he
take his teams to play integrated squads when others in the South would not, he also,
according to Frank Rose, president ofthe University of Alabama from 1958-1969, was a
leader along with others on campus in helping to ease the transition from segregation to
integration at the university. This he did by talking with not only his players but also
alumni quietly to aid in the change. When the school itself was finally integrated, Bryant
welcomed black students already at the school to try out, but still did not strongly recruit
blacks. Bryant would actually sometimes recommend certain black recruits to other
164

schools to play because he felt the time was not yet right at Alabama.
In the summer of 1968, the white and black high school athletic associations were
ordered by court to combine into one organization. That fall, competition between black
and white high schools started on a limited scale. This certainly encouraged college
coaches in the state to recruit black athletes. Before this, Bryant had actually already been
actively recruiting blacks to Alabama but no one would agree to sign. In Spring 1969,
Bryant faced a lawsuit filed by his university’s Afro-American Student Association. The
group charged the athletic department and its representatives with discrimination on the
basis that they believed that the department was not recruiting black athletes to the school
with effort equal to that seen in the recruitment of whites. Despite his efforts to help
promote integration at the school and in athletics, Bryant was certainly guilty ofthis. It
would not take long, however, for the athletic program at Alabama to sign its first black
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athlete. This came with the signing of Wendell Hudson to a basketball scholarship in the
same year of the lawsuit, 1969. This actually came one year after Auburn University
signed its first black athlete, Henry Harris, also a basketball player,in 1968. Auburn
would also beat Alabama to the punch in football by signing James Owens in 1969. In
1970, Bryant finally found an Afiican-American to break the color barrier on his football
165

team, and his name was Wilbur Jackson.

Despite the fact that Wilbur Jackson was signed to play for Alabama before the
1970 season, many do not consider his agreeing to come to Tuscaloosa as the moment
that Bryant’s football team was really integrated. In the minds and memories ofthose
who lived back then, this honor goes to the opening game ofAlabama’s 1970 season
when they faced Southern Cal. Jackson was only on the freshmen team during the 1970
season and therefore did not play in this momentous contest but did attend. The game was
played on Legion Field in Birmingham on September 12^ in front ofa sell-out crowd and
a national television audience. Southern Cal had around 20 black players on its roster to
Alabama’s zero. Southern Cal was also man-per-man heavier than Alabama,but of
course Bryant in his career had shown that he could win with lighter players. That would
not be the case for this game. The packed stadium of Alabama fans was hardly a factor
after the first quarter as they watched their Crimson Tide get humiliated 42-21. Southern
Cal racked up 485 rushing yards on Alabama. One ofthese rushers for the Trojans was
running back Clarence Davis, an African-American from Birmingham who scored two
touchdowns. Another rusher who garnered much ofthe spotlight for his 135 yards on 12
carries was fullback Sam “The Bam” Cunningham, also an African-American. One
headline in the Birmingham News the next day read,“One game, and a star. This Sam’s
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more like an NFL soph.

Another writer wrote on September 14***, “IfSoph Sam

Cunningham...isn’t college football’s next super runner, O.J. Simpson must have
„167

eligibility left, or Gale Sayers,

Cunningham, despite his color, certainly made an

impression on those in attendance. And while Alabama did lose their opening game of
the season, many would say they gained so much in return.*^* One such person who saw
it that way was Jim Murray in his dispatch to the Los Angeles Times:“The point ofthe
game is not the score, the Bear, the Trojans; the point ofthe game will be reason,
„I69

democracy, hope. The real winner will be Alabama.

And this certainly was the case after the 1970 season, which Alabama ended with
a meager 6-5-1 record. The next year, Bryant signed a black JUCO player from Mobile
named John Mitchell. Mitchell would actually get to play for Alabama in 1971 before
Jackson and was therefore the first Afiican-American football player to take the field for
the Crimson Tide. He later became the university’s first black All-American and assistant
coach. In 1971, the Alabama freshmen team also had three black players, including
Sylvester Croom,the future Mississippi State head coach and the first black head coach
in the SEC. After this, Bryant, unlike other coaches in the SEC,did not choose to only
test the waters with just a few black recruits, but recruited as many as he could if he felt
they would help his team. For the 1974 Sugar Bowl against Notre Dame following the
’73 season, one-third of Bryant’s starters were Afiican-American. That team also won the
national title that year, one ofthree in the 1970s for head coach and his Crimson Tide to
go with their eight conference titles in that same span. During this time, it certainly also
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helped that, unlike in Mississippi, high school football only got better after integration.
Such a willingness to finally accept the change that had come was reflected within
Alabama’s locker room. Sylvester Croom,an All-American center, once said in the early
1970s,“The blacks on this team love the white guys as much as they do the black
«170

guys.

Even before Sam Cunningham and the Trojans helped to change the minds of

many Tide fans, Wilbur Jackson said that he blended in well with the predominantlywhite campus at Alabama. Cunningham’s performance, however, did assist in easing the
transition for Jackson in the eyes ofthe Bama faithful. Despite the influence ofthat
fateful game on September 12, 1970, it is unlikely that Bryant was intentionally trying to
embarrass or get back at anti-integrationists. It is, however, very likely that Bryant knew
that if an integrated team came to Alabama and beat one of his teams it would help to
push more dissenters to accept black athletes and would therefore speed up the overall
process of getting them on the field, which Bryant had already started by 1970. Of
course, the large amounts of wins accumulated in the 1970s certainly did not hurt
171

Bryant’s argument either.

Bryant and Vaught took very different paths when the issue ofintegration came to
their respective front doors. It certainly could be argued that Vaught’s lack ofinitiative in
signing black athletes as a head coach was a result ofthe horrors ofthe integration riots at
Ole Miss in 1962. Vaught had reason to fear strong reprisals from his own governor and
fellow citizens. But even if he had made a stronger attempt in the sixties to integrate his
squad, it would have been a huge challenge to find an African-American athlete willing
to come to Ole Miss with its recent history. At least some credit must be given to Vaught
170
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for at least trying, as it seems he did before finally retiring in 1970 and also for whatever
influence he had as athletic director. Bear Bryant did much for integration in the south
when he achieved so much success after integrating his football team. More than Vaught,
it seems, he was open to the idea from as early as the 1950s. One could fault his lack of
willpower in trying to integrate his squad before 1970, but again, as with Vaught, he
faced a mountain of enemies within his conference, university and state government.
Indeed it is hard to find fault in even the most influential men in college football, as
Vaught and Bryant were, when their ultimate enemy was notjust an idea or a belief, but a
culture and way of life, one that had years ofhistory behind it.
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Chapter 6
The Intangibles
Any head football coach that is worthy enough to acquire a position at the
collegiate level possesses at least a fair amount ofthe attributes and skills that have been
discussed so far in this work. All head college coaches should know the finer points of
game strategy, recruiting, and how to run a successful coaching staffthat works well with
him and each other. All successful coaches master these necessary parts ofthe job. The
greatest in the college game, however, also possess intangibles which lay behind their
extraordinary success on the gridiron. Bryant and Vaught both were blessed with inner
qualities that contributed to more wins and job stability than most have ever had in their
profession. Nurtured and developed during their upbringings by umque individuals in
their lives, these intangibles were at the core ofBryant and Vaught’s ability to not only
lead but also to bring the best out of their teams.
While nearly every great leader in any scope is bom with an innate desire to guide
others instead offollowing, a worthy leader’s rearing oftentimes plays a role in his/her
development of leadership qualities. Vaught and Bryant both had people in their lives
who influenced them tremendously in creating in them an appreciation for hard work and
discipline. For Vaught, one of the most influential people in his early life was his
grandmother, Mrs. Madeline Gertmde Harris. Vaught received his appreciation for
attention to detail and discipline fi*om her. He would mow the lawn and ifit was not up to
her standards, she would make him do it again. Coach Schmidt,in Vaught’s college days
at TCU,also was a huge proponent of attention to detail, which Vaught earned into his
coaching style. His grandmother also was always pushing him to do well in school,
something that Vaught did not really mind working hard for, but nonetheless helped
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instill in him a good work ethic. This work ethic showed in his future career as a coach,
tirelessly working to prepare his team week in and week out. The one who most
influenced Bryant in his upbringing was his mother Ida. With a disabled husband, dayafter-day his mother worked hard to provide for Bear and their family, promoting a sense
of independence and fortitude in Bear himself, qualities that were at the core of who Bear
would become. His tough upbringing also served as a motivator to Bryant’s love for the
game of football. As he realized during his days in college, football was a ticket to a way
out from his tough situation in rural Arkansas, where all that awaited him was plowing,
driving mules, and picking cotton. “All I had was football, and I hung on as though it
were life or death, which it was.
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That fear, a childhood spent working constantly, and

also his love for the game motivated Bryant to learn as much as he could about the game
so that he could make it a career. And that fear and passion for the game continuously
pushed Bryant to succeed as a coach. Nowhere was this more apparent than in his early
coaching days at Kentucky when he worked to the point ofexcess on a daily basis,
173

determined to outwork every other coach in the country.

Any great leader has a desire to guide those around him or her. In some cases, this
desire is developed and in others it is innate. The latter was the case for both Bryant and
Vaught. Vaught’s propensity for leadership can be seen as early as his time in college,
when he was a captain for the TCU football team in 1932, which went undefeated with
one tie at 9-0-1. The team won the Southwest Conference and Vaught earned all
conference honors. According to former player Robert Khayat, Vaught possessed
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incredible leadership skills, skills that would have enabled him to lead in almost any
endeavor, inside or outside of football or sports in general. When he first took over at Ole
Miss, like Bryant at his four schools, Vaught immediately set the team on the right path
to winning and he led a core of assistants whose intense desire for winning had an
inescapable effect on the players they coached. No other time stands as an example to
Vaught’s ability to lead than in the 1962 season. Vaught guided his team through a very
tough week following the integration riot on campus in September and not only led that
team to a victory that week but for every game after that, ending the year with a perfect
record. Bryant also showed a natural ability to lead in a dangerous situation. While
serving as an officer on the U.S.S. Uruguay during World War n,Bryant helped to save
many soldiers and sailors’ lives through quick thinking. The ship had accidentally been
rammed by another U.S. ship and was sinking when the captain ordered all to abandon
ship. Thinking the command premature, Bryant advised those around him not to. The
order to abandon ship was eventually cancelled when it was discovered that the ship
174

would not sink but not before over 200 soldiers and sailors had died in the water.
All leaders must, by definition, have people to lead. Some leaders force those
under them to follow their guidance. The best leaders can inspire others to follow them.
John Vaught certainly had this ability when he first was hired as the Ole Miss head coach
in 1947 and also when he came back to coach the rest ofthe 1973 season. He and his
assistants made an immediate impact on what had been a struggling football team. Just
about his assistant coaches one player said,“The most impressive thing about them was
that all Vaught’s assistants knew just one thing-winning. They were highly competitive.
They came to play, and they came to win. We couldn’t help but be affected by that
174
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attitude.
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When Vaught returned from retirement in 1973,his reputation as a legend in

the program was obviously still strong. Senior halfback Henry Harrison recalls the
moment when Vaught entered the locker room:“[Y]ou could hear a pin drop. Chills ran
up my back when he was talking, it was like Santa Claus had been to see you. When he
»»176

got through talking, everybody stood up and cheered and there were a lot of wet eyes.
Bryant, possibly more than any coach in college football history, emitted this type
of aura about him that just made his players and assistants stand in awe ofhim and want
to follow him. Quarterback and kicker George Blanda,one ofBryant’s players at
Kentucky, said that every time the Bear walked into the locker room,Blandajust wanted
to stand up and applaud. “Seeing that face for the first time- granite firm,grim, full of
j»177

grit- I thought,‘This must be what God looks like,

Bryant had a gift for instilling

loyalty in those around him. As early as his coaching days at Navy Pre-Flight School in
Chapel Hill, North Carolina, Bryant could get others to follow him even when he beat
them to a pulp in practice. Though football was not required in the troops’ training, when
Bryant put them through merciless practices everyday they still all stayed on the team.
Bryant had a knack for knowing how to get people to respect and follow him blindly
whether it was through the way he carried himself with slow but deliberate movements
that evoked such self-confidence or how he spoke in that imposing, gruff voice. He also
made a point to limit personal contact with his players(even when he ruled every part of
their lives) so that every time he spoke, his words carried extra weight and authority.
Those who played for Bryant grew to fear him as Bryant feared Frank Thomas as a
player, not in the sense that they feared their head coach personally, but they were afraid
175
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of disappointing him. This desire to please also spread to Bryant’s assistants. An assistant
was willing to give their all for Bryant and the program (e.g. the recruitment ofJoe
178

Namath by Howard Schnellenberger).

Both Bryant and Vaught, because they could lead and inspire others to follow
them, also had the ability to motivate and push their players to be their best. Vaught’s
players were divided into smaller teams according to their practicejersey colors, which
corresponded to a certain place on the depth charts. The players in the top teams who
were starting or got to dress for games knew they had to always be at their best or risk
losing their spot. When Khayat kicked for the Rebels, he had to be better than four other
kickers that were on the roster in 1959. Khayat certainly earned his spot by leading the
nation’s other kickers in points that year and in 1958. While Vaught always preached
discipline, he also promoted team unity. Both together created winning attitudes. To
better himself at motivating his players, he read a number ofpsychology books,focusing
particularly on parts dealing with group leadership. Vaught wanted a competitive team
within its ranks, but also one that worked together. He also held the beliefthat the game
should be fun as a whole, so he encouraged team jesters every year to keep things from
getting too serious. This especially came in handy when games were coming up or
competition between team members was fierce. Before the 1961 Sugar Bowl Frank
Halbert, a second-string halfback, asked Vaught at practice when the team would get to
New Orleans. Halbert said his parents wanted to be in the city when the team got there.
The list of those going to the game had not been made yet, so Vaught replied, looking
straight at him,“What do you mean, we?” Halbert said,“Well coach, you are going too,
aren’t you?” Vaught thought it was hysterical and that even got him to relax in the face of
178
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their upcoming contest with Rice.

Vaught always felt that he and his assistants should
180

always try to have a motivated team but also a happy one.

Bryant’s major talent as a motivator was his ability to push players to give their
best, above and beyond what they thought they could give. Bryant was bom with some of
this ability but also learned from Hank Crisp, an assistant at Alabama when Bryant
played and also the one who recmited Bryant out ofFordyce High School in Arkansas.
Coach Hank, as Bryant called him, had the ability to motivate his players to give their all,
including Bryant. If a player gave his all every time he was alright in Coach Hank’s book,
and the same thing went for those who played for Bryant. Bryant had great teams because
he had both talented players whom he pushed to use all oftheir ability and also players
who performed above their ability and talent because Bryant pushed them and because
they oftentimes saw football as more than a game, as Bryant had learned to do while
playing at Alabama. From Coach Frank Thomas,Bryant also learned how to motivate
players. Bryant once was walking on the train when Alabama was invited to play in the
Rose Bowl in 1935 and passed by Coach Thomas sitting with some coaches, the LSU
athletic director Red Heard, and two or three newspaper reporters. In the midst of all
them. Coach Thomas said,“Red,this is my best football player. This is the best player on
»>181

my team.

While Bryant knew that he was not even close to being the best all-around

player on the team, it still intensely motivated him to want to do his best for Alabama in
that big game. Thomas was also likely trying to inspire Bryant because 6-3,196-pound
Bryant was facing 6-4, 250-pound All-American Stanford tackle Horse Reynolds.
Though Alabama won the game, Bryant said he could never block him. In pushing his
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players, Bryant sought to instill in them dedication, discipline, sacrifice and
responsibility, all of which made football more than just a sport which is how Bryant
wanted his players to approach the game. What is even more remarkable is that he was
able to motivate such a wide variety of players that came through his doors, whether
personally or through his coaches. While he, by his own admission,sometimes messed up
in not motivating players the right way every time(and sometimes lost them fi'om the
team), he eventually learned to skillfully motivate players fi-om a variety ofbackgrounds
and upbringings. This applied to teams fi-om year to year and generation to generation.
Bryant had a knack for making players feel that they were special and set apart fi’om
other students on campus because they sacrificed so much to achieve success, something
he learned from his high school coach Robert Cowan. By doing this, Bryant consistently
found success at every school. From Maryland,to Kentucky,to Texas A&M,to
Alabama, Bryant was always able to make players better than they themselves thought
they could be, and though he pushed them to their breaking point, he could still inspire
182

their utmost loyalty and adoration.

Bill Battle, the former Tennessee head coach and a

player for Bryant at Alabama in the early 1960s said it well:“He could push you till you
»183

hated him and then he could say one or two words and...you loved him again.
Bryant and Vaught’s ability to motivate helped them win some upsets in their
time even though both were not prone to pump-up their teams before games with rousing
locker room speeches. Vaught preferred to leave that part to his personal trainer Doc
Knight. Vaught did motivate his players for games in other ways that certainly helped
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Ole Miss to some wins along with excellent scouting and preparation before hand.
Vaught stored a special folder in his office that was filled only with psychological files
for each team. He had this tool his entire career at Ole Miss. Whenever he could find
something on a particular squad to psychologically motivate his team to want to beat
them, he put it in their file. This instrument of Vaught’s worked well during the 1969
Tennessee game. The year before, Tennessee had beaten the Rebels 31-0 and their
linebacker Steve Kiner had said afterward that Archie Manning telegraphed all ofhis
passes so it was not hard to defend him. In 1969, before their game with Ole Miss,Kiner
said to reporters, “I hear you guys think Ole Miss has all the horses this season. Well,the
way I see it, all they’ve got down there is mules.”*With these two statements fi'om ’68
and ’69, Vaught had all he needed to motivate his players, not that Kiner’s first statement
was not enough to motivate Manning. Ole Miss wound up winning 38-0. This was the
same game that Volunteers’ head coach Doug Dickey was referencing when he remarked
.185

some years later in an interview that the Rebels “seemed to know our very thoughts;
Vaught and his staff had a special game plan that worked to perfection against the
Volunteers, which was proven by the final score. Without a doubt, however,that score
also stands as a testimony to the power of psychological motivation that Vaught was able
to help instill in his players even after they had suffered a blowout to the same team one
year earlier. In another game earlier in his career, Vaught used the head coach’s words to
motivate his players. In 1951, Ole Miss had a game with Bear Bryant’s Kentucky
Wildcats coming up and Bryant was quoted in the newspapers as saying that he did not
think that any team that fielded fi-eshmen players could win against him. The rules that
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prevented freshmen from playing in varsity games had recently been altered. Vaught put
this quote on the game’s information sheet that was handed out to the players before the
game. Bryant’s quote was memorized by one freshmen wingback. Lea Pasley. Pasley
later went out and threw a 28-yard touchdown pass to help his team achieve an upset over
the 20-point favorite Wildcats by a score of21-17. This victory was huge in that it
showed the Rebels were on their way back to winning after Vaught instituted team rules
that encouraged more team unity, something that was lacking in their dismal 1950 season
with a record of 5-5. Though he rarely gave encouraging pre-game speeches, he knew
when it was right to do so in order to help motivate his team. One obvious instance was
his speech before the 1962 game with Houston following the integration riot on campus.
one that Ole Miss went on to dominate with a final score of40-7. Another time was
before their 1947 Tennessee game at Crump Stadium in Memphis. Tank Crawford, a
player in the locker room that day, recalled that Vaught got the team to shed a few tears
with his speech. He went down the line encouraging each one of his players, saying
things like, “Bill Erickson, you are the greatest tackle in the country...Jimmy Crawford,
»186

you are better than that man playing in front of you.

When he got done, Crawford said

they could have busted through the concrete wall at that stadium if Vaught had asked
them to. Ole Miss in Vaught’s rookie season as a head coach went on to defeat legendary
head coach General Robert Neyland and his Volunteers 43-13,the most lop-sided loss in
187

Neyland’s career.

Like his old coach Frank Thomas,Bryant was not one to give rousing pep talks
before games, largely because they only produced enough excitement to motivate a team
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for a short amount of time. Bryant had his teams approach the game with a business-like
attitude instead and let other things like the newspapers,television(both of which he
personally exploited at times), the atmosphere on campus,the student body and friends
and family back home do a lot ofthe pumping-up for him. Bryant, however, would also
use his innate skill at reaching others and pushing them toward success ifthe need arose.
Such was the case during the Georgia Tech game on November 12, 1960. Alabama was
do\vn 15-0 at the half. The Tide had already lost once that year and seemed to be on their
way to a second at a time when fifteen points was a lot to overcome in a half. Alabama
had not even given up more than a touchdown in a half all year until then and all the
players expected from Bryant was a speech that would rip them to shreds. Bryant,
however, knowing the personality of his team extremely well, played the opposite role.
He came into the room encouraging them,telling them things were good and that they
had Tech right where they wanted them. He even had Cokes brought in for everyone!
This shocking speech, along wdth a few adjustments, helped motivate the Tide to an
improbable comeback after being dominated in the first thirty minutes. Although they
were helped by a missed call that would have called back a crucial catch on the final
drive, the win was still amazing. Alabama won 16-15 on a field goal in the waning
seconds of the game. Another game that Bryant’s gift for motivation showed up in a big
way was during the 1964 Sugar Bowl between his Crimson Tide and Vaught’s Ole Miss
Rebels. Alabama came into the game having suffered a number ofinjuries, and their stout
quarterback Joe Namath had been suspended late in the season by Bryant for actions
supposedly related to alcohol. Ole Miss, with an undefeated record including two ties,
was picked to win the game by more than a touchdown. NBC,who was televising the
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contest, would rather have seen Ole Miss play a more geographically-diverse foe like
Navy or Pittsburgh. When both did not happen, Alabama with only an 8-2 record was
chosen over Auburn because Bryant did a betterjob ofconvincing the committee to let
them come. Despite being only the third choice to play Ole Miss,Biyant was able to
motivate his team to come out swinging in New Orleans. Alabama shocked the Rebels
with a 12-7 win, holding the 15^ best offense in the nation to only a touchdown. Even the
newspapers in Mississippi had to concede that the Crimson Tide werejust mentally more
prepared than Ole Miss who weighed on average twenty pounds more per man than
Bryant’s team. Carl Walters ofthe Clarion Ledger wrote that one “factor in the inept Ole
Miss offensive showing was Alabama’s hard-hitting defense, especially up front, where
the lighter ‘Bama forwards showed an awful lot of vim and vigor.”*^^ He also wrote that
the Tide’s fast line was “outweighed but definitely not outplayed, especially in the first

half.>>189 Credit also has to go to Bryant’s ability to instill confidence in Steve Sloan, who
was picked to lead Alabama at quarterback less than a week before the game after only
pla3dng around fifteen minutes the whole season. The six-foot, 175-pound quarterback
may have had only 29 passing yards during the game, but he did enough to help lead his
team to victory. In the face of great odds Byrant was certainly a master at getting his team
190

to believe they could overcome all obstacles.
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Bryant and Vaught could not have been as successful as they were and been able
to motivate so many young men year in and year out ifthey actually did not care about
their athletes. While Bryant learned from his high school head coach Robert Cowan to
keep his distance from most of his players(with the exception ofquarterbacks in Bryant’s
case) in order to emit more of an aura ofrespect and allegiance, he made sure that his
players knew he cared for their general well-being as people. One ofthe great things
about football, in Bryant’s eyes, was that it taught a player valuable personal lessons in
commitment, discipline, sacrifice, responsibility and perseverance in ways that school
and the home can not. This he took full advantage ofin every phase ofhis career through
his tough approach to coaching. And while it may have taken time, many ofhis players
came to appreciate what he taught them even in his more intense coaching days. In the
latter part of his coaching career, Bryant, while still maintaining discipline and
demanding supreme respect, sought to reach out to his players on a little more
approachable level. In his first season at Alabama, he spoke in his first team meeting with
the players not about football, but about how to conduct themselves and treat others and
what to do to be successful in life. In his early coaching days, Bryant had his door open to
anyone on the team who had a problem of any size. But as early as the mid 1970s, most
of this was handled by his assistants unless it was a large issue. Despite the fact that into
his late years of coaching Bryant did not often come into personal contact with players,
all knew ofcourse that Bryant still held the reins. Also like Coach Cowan,once his
players were no longer his players, Bryant reached out in a more personal way to them.
He spent a lot of time helping them get jobs after graduation, and some players would
even call him personally to get advice on career and family issues. Even just before his
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death, which occurred only about a month after his final game as a coach in 1982, he
came to the aid of a former player while lying in his hospital bed. Bryant had learned that
the new head coach Ray Perkins was not going to offer Charles Bradshaw, Jr., the son of
a former player for Bryant at Kentucky and also his assistant at Alabama,a scholarship to
play because he simply was not SEC-caliber material. So Bryant made a call and made
some room in his personal scholarship program at the university so that the boy could get
a quality education. This is just an example of many that could be told about Bryant’s
191

effect on his players and their families way after their playing days.
While such examples are hard to find for Vaught, one cannot simply believe that
Vaught himself did not have a profound effect on those he coached. Like Bryant, he
chose to keep his distance fi*om his players, minus the quarterbacks. Players for Vaught
and his assistants, however, all knew that their superiors cared very much for them. He
wanted his players to win on the gridiron as much as they could, but he also placed

an

extreme importance on education,just as he had done in his younger days while also
under the influence of his grandmother. His ability to instill discipline and teamwork in
his players benefited them in the future as well. Former chancellor at the University of
Mississippi Robert Khayat said that the lessons he retained from Vaught while playing
for him have influenced him everyday since. Another former chancellor at Ole Miss, Dr.
Porter L. Fortune, Jr. once said,“Many coaches train boys to become football players.
John Vaught trained boys to become men, while imparting to them some ofhis own
„192

extraordinary skills as an athlete.

After retiring from coaching the first time in 1970

due to heart issues and then again after finishing the 1973 season, Vaught spent much
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time on his farm in Oxford and playing golf, especially after serving as Ole Miss’s
athletic director. Not as gregarious toward his players after his retirement as Vaught was,
he still managed to keep steady relationships with some ofhis players, especially ifthey
liked to golf

193

The effect that these men had on those who played and coached under them can
be seen not only in their lives but also in their respective passings. When Vaught died at
the age of96 on February 3, 2006, he had been out ofcoaching for over thirty years. Yet
the church the funeral was held in was filled along with an adjacent building. The
distance from his coaching days to his eventual death caused few outside the South to
mourn his passing. Yet those who knew him as a coach and friend, those who packed that
church at his funeral, knew well his importance to the game and to them as individuals.
Bryant’s passing came very soon after his retirement from coaching in December of 1982
after leading his Tide to one more win in the Liberty Bowl over niinois. After
complaining of chest pains on January 23, 1983, he was taken to the hospital in
Tuscaloosa and died the next day ofa sudden cardiopulmonary arrest at the age of69. It
came as a shock to many, not only because they knew nothing about the medical
problems that had afflicted Bryant in the past few years such as a stroke and one
occurrence of heart failure. But some just could not believe that the Bear was actually
gone forever. Steadman Shealy, a former Crimson Tide quarterback, heard about it while
sitting in a lecture at the University of Alabama School ofLaw,and then left the
classroom and cried his eyes out. Similar reactions were felt by many who ever played or
were influenced by Bear Bryant, such was his effect on those who had lived during the
coach’s lifetime. Even President Ronald Reagan called Mary Harmon,Bryant’s now
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widowed wife, after his death to praise the Bear. His memorial service was held at one
Tuscaloosa church but also televised in two others. Former players, local and national
politicians, and members ofthe media all came to pay their respects. Television and radio
stations covered the funeral and burial, and thousands ofcitizens stood along the fiftyfive-mile road from the church in Tuscaloosa to his final resting place in Birmingham.
Such was the testament of Bryant’s life and influence on those around him. And while it
is likely that the suddenness of his death, along with his extraordinary success on the
gridiron contributed to the massive outflow of not only local but also national admiration,
it cannot be stated enough how much Bryant reached people who came into contact with
him. Vaught certainly made an impact on his players and coaches during his lifetime m
ways that are not as well-documented as Bryant’s, perhaps in part because he did not win
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as many games as Bryant did. But then again few have.

The intangibles that Bryant and Vaught each possessed helped carry them to the
higher tier in the realm of great college football coaches. These inner attributes lay
behind every bit of success they enjoyed. Through these qualities, which were molded by
those around them, Bryant and Vaught were able to reach and motivate their players to be
their best, not only on the gridiron but in life. And it was through this education on and
off the field, that they inspired the admiration and respect ofnearly all who came to know
them as a coach, friend, or both.
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Conclusion
Bear Bryant and John Vaught stand among the greatest in the college football
coaching ranks for many reasons ranging from their coaching styles and how they led
their teams to how they dealt with a changing game and the changing society in which
they worked.
Went it came to practice and game strategy, both had exceptional skill at putting
the best teams possible on the field. Vaught and Bryant both used the off-season to test
the will and grit of their players to see who really wanted to play on Saturday. Vaught
during the season oftentimes chose to limit the amoimt of work done in pads so that his
starters could stay fresh. Bryant on the other hand was known to put his team through
grinding practices during the season too to ensure that his players were ready and wellconditioned for each game. These types ofrough regular season practices were more
prevalent in the earlier decades of Bryant’s career than later ones. Both coaches excelled
at using what they had to try and beat each week’s opponent. Both preferred the use of
quick athletes. Vaught used larger men on the line who still possessed great speed,
whereas Bryant was able to win with fast and smaller boys even in the trenches. Vaught
excelled at preparation for each and every contest, approaching the game offootball as a
science and desiring perfection from his squads in all aspects ofthe game. Most ofhis
skill came in the use of various offensive formations, led by extraordinary quarterbacks
from his earliest years at Ole Miss, and dictated by whatever weapons Vaught had at his
disposal and how the game changed through the decades of his career. Bryant was a
master at putting tough, hard-nosed defenses on the field, while also being able to
implement different offensive schemes from year-to-year as his players came and went
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and college football moved from a one-platoon to a two-platoon affair. Bryant also had
his share of great quarterbacks in whom he trusted with on-field leadership and decision
making. Bryant was also known for his ability to change his strategies mid-game when
the time warranted it, and Vaught certainly had a knack for this too, at least when his
vanity did not get in the way of him being able to see on the sidelines.
Bryant and Vaught also both knew what it took to run successful college football
programs, programs that not only won but won consistently and were always filled with
solid supporting staff. Both coaches made it known in their respective programs who was
in charge and left no doubt to the contrary. Unlike Bryant, Vaught throughout his career
allowed his assistants to perform their given responsibilities in the way they saw best and
also promoted a family-like atmosphere which produced strong staffstability in over two
decades at Ole Miss. He also encouraged them to provide their input when creating game
plans and strategies, with him as the ultimate decider. Bryant eventually reached this
level of trust in his assistants during his coaching career, but not before years had passed
in which he made sure his assistants coached the way he wanted them to. Bryant also
chose to keep his distance from his assistants, minus those he had already developed
fidendships with. Both coaches were also skilled at getting the recruits they wanted.
Vaught left much ofthis to a full-time recruiter, Tom Swayze, who in a short time owned
football recruiting in the state of Mississippi. Bryant preferred to personally recruit his
athletes, a skill he naturally mastered early in his coaching career. Like everything else he
did as a coach, he put his all into finding the best athletes for his programs, and when his
assistants went recruiting they did the same.
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Few college coaches in any sport had to deal with the issue ofintegration in
America like Bryant and Vaught did, and it is one ofthe factors that sets their careers as
particularly exceptional when compared to even their most successful peers. Since both
coaches maintained near god-like statuses in their respective states during this tense time
in the American South, it could be argued that Bryant and Vaught ultimately failed at
consciously and earnestly pushing for integration at their respective schools and on their
teams. Yet one must always consider the historically-grounded segregated society they
both faced in Mississippi and Alabama, not to

mention the highly influential politicians

that led them. In their defense both Vaught and Bryant achieved significant milestones as
in the South. Vaught led his team to an undefeated and
coaches in this tune oftransition in
in the same year that saw two
untied season,the only one in the history ofOle Miss,
people killed in a riot over

the enrollment ofthe university’s first Afiican-American early

in the season. If not for the success

ofthe football program that Vaught had established.

the school may have been shut down that fall in 1962. Vaught seems to have been less
ambitious than Bryant in trying to

find Afiican-American athletes for the football team

once the student body was integrated. But at
seemingly making an attempt to

least some credit must go to him for

ijjrggrate his SQuad before his first retirement in 1970 and

for his efforts in furthering the integration ofOle Miss athletics as the athletic director
following his second retirement fiom coaching in

1973. Bryant actually did not have an

African-American player in his program until 1970,seven years after the University of
Alabama student was integrated. However, his oflen-cited efforts, while meager,to
integrate his football teams at Kentucky stand as a reflection of Bryant’s desires even at
an early time in his career. Bryant’s upbringing in an environment where he was on the
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same economic level as most Southern African-Americans certainly contributed to his
progressive views. And when Bryant did finally integrate his football program,pushed on
by the infamous slaughter by Southern Cal and Sam Cunningham in 1970,his Crimson
Tide soon had as many black athletes as many other schools around the nation, something
that took time at other southern schools. Vaught’s overall lack ofinitiative in getting
African-American athletes to Ole Miss, along with the damaging images ofthe
integration riots of 1962, set the football program back many years. Bryant’s program
hardly skipped a beat on its way to more conference and national championships.
The intangibles that Bryant and Vaught possessed were at the core ofall the
success they enjoyed as college football coaches. Both grew up in environments that
encouraged hard work and discipline, whether from their family or the coaches they
played for in high school and college. Before both became known for their leadership as
football coaches, both showed the natural ability to lead others. Both as leaders possessed
the ability to inspire loyalty from those around them,including players and assistants,
Bryant, more than Vaught and arguably more than any other coach in college football
an impression of awe and respect from
history, could do this exceptionally well, leaving
anyone who had the opportunity to play or work for him. Both coaches could also
motivate their players and assistants to give their all. Vaught used an extensive depth
chart hierarchy to motivate his players in the top squads to always be at their best. Any
starter or player on the second team faced a company ofreserves ready to take his playing
time if he should slack off Bryant, again, however,takes the crown as one of, if not the.
most effective motivator in the college football coaching ranks. Bryant could push his
players to the breaking point both physically and mentally on a regular basis and get
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more out of them than they thought they could possibly give. Players learned that they
were special because they sacrificed so much time and effort and though he may have
beat them to within an inch of what seemed like death at times,they could not help but
adore Bryant. And what laid at the source oftheir admiration for Bryant, as well as the
admiration felt for Vaught by his players, was the fact that they believed their coaches
naturally cared for them and their well being. And both Bryant and Vaught certainly did,
despite the fact that both chose not to develop close relationships with hardly any oftheir
players. Both coaches through the game itselfinstilled lessons ofdiscipline and hard
work in their players which they carried with them years after their playing days. More so
than Vaught and likely more so than most other college football coaches, Bryant
continued to play a role in his players’ lives as they oftentimes sought his advice outside
the realm of football. Vaught also kept close ties with a small group ofhis former players,
especially during retirement, but the magnitude of his influence on their lives and the
lives of his other players seems to be greatly dwarfed by Bryant’s impact on his former
athletes. Again, much of this could be due to better records ofa coach that achieved more
wins and fame nationwide than Vaught and most other college football coaches. But
events surrounding Bryant’s death alone bear witness to his profound impact on his
former players outside the lines ofthe football field, not to mention his influence in the
lives of scores of other admirers who mourned his passing.
With their overall records combined. Bear Bryant and John Vaught had over five
hundred wins and more than a few lifetimes of memorable games and championships.
Bryant certainly stands taller in the aimals ofcollege football, but Vaught also is
unquestionably one ofthe all-time best in the college coaching profession. In some ways
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their paths to greatness mirrored one another while in others they greatly differed. But
both without a doubt left permanent footprints on college football and their respective
institutions which will never fade away.
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